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Soccer is here

Hurricane Dean
The season's first Category
·5 hurricane pummeled
Jamaica -SEE NEWS,A14

Men's soccer drops its first exhibition
game, a 2-0 loss to St. Leo - SEE SPORTS, e1
)

.. ~'./~ " ~CRIME

TENNESSEE COPS
TRY TO 'CUTOUT'

SPEEDING

)

)

The Smyrna Police Department in
Tennessee is experimenting with a new
method to crack down on local
speeders. The city commissioned the
use of life-size cutouts that feature
Smyrna Police Sgt. Andy Miller posing ·
with his radar gun. The cutouts, which
are used to deter speeders, are located
in high-traffic areas where speeding is
most prevalent.

New to UCF? This is what you may have missed over the last
few years. This year is going to be one for the record books
with the opening of an on-campus stadium and a new arena
Students this year will set more traditions than any year before.

Student
loan firm,
UCFget
Subpoena
40 universities may
have received benefits
for endorsing lenders
MATT MORRISON

)

News Editor

UCF is one of 40 universities
embroiled in an investigation by New
York State Attorney General Andrew
Cuomo concerning kickbacks athletics
departments may have received in
exchange for directing students toward
a student loan provider:
On Aug. I. Cuomo issued subpoenas
and requested information from the
schools, including all documents pertaining to agreements with and payments from student loan provider Student Financial Services, doing business
under- the name University Financial
Services.
UFS was also subpoenaed.
The current investigation sparked
from an inquiry into the athletic department of Dowling College in Oakdale,
NY., where, according to Cuomo's office,
UFS agreed to pay the Dowling athletic
director $75 for every student loan
received through the athletic department UFS was allowed to advertise on
the athletic department's Web site and
to hand out promotional material on
campus as well.
According to Dowling officials, the
athletic director didn't understand the

CHINESE COUPLE
DECIDE ON
}

AChinese couple added to the recent
influx of odd baby names when they
decided the e-mail 'at' symbol would
work perfectly. In Chinese, the letters
'a' and 't' can be pronounced in a way
that sounds like the phrase "love
him." Li Yuming, vice director of the
State language Commission, did not
say whether police
rejected the name.

Bright House Stadium

UCF'snew on-campus stadium is sure to
boost school spirit and bring on many
new traditions.
Inaugural game: Sept. 15, 2007
Built: 2006-2007
Capacity: 45,301 ICost: $60 million

:i

Citrus Bowl

UCF played its first football game here in
1979. The venue was orginally called
Orlando Stadium, then it was called the
Tangerine Bowl.

AROUND CAMPUS,A2

·'

Aregistered dietitian and licensed
nutritionist will be at the Rec and
Wellness Center on Monday and
Tues.day from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. to
answer questions about calories, fiber,
supplements, protein and more.

LOCAL &STATE, A2

CONSTRUCTION JOB
CUTS AFFECT FLA.'S
UNEMPLOYMENT RATE

)

Final game: November 25, 2006
Built: 1936
Capacity: 70,ooo ICost: $115,ooo

EXPERT NUTRITIONIST
CAN-ANSWER YOUR
HEALTH QUESTIONS

Florida's unemployment rate rose to
19 percent in July, up from 3.5 percent
in June. That edges Florida closer to the
national unemployment rate of 4.6
percent.Job cuts in the once-booming
construction industry are behind the
increasing joblessness, officials said.

NATION & WORLD, A4

THREAT OF HURRICANE
DEAN CUTS SHUTTLE
MISSION SHORT
The Endeavour crew has prepared to
land on Tuesday as NASA keeps a wary
eye on Hurricane Dean. The shuttle
undocked from the international space
station a day early, and a spacewalk on
Saturday was shortened.

Finishing touches being put on Bright
House Networks Stadium
The Bright House Networks Stadium is gearing up for its debut as
the Knights' new home. Students
will no longer have to make the trek
to the Citrus Bowl in downtown
Orlando. Stadium seating for 45,301
people is in place. The seats are
mostly of the metal bleacher variety,
but the stadium has been designed
for a planned expansion to 65,000
seats. UCF students will have 19
seating sections exclusive to them
located at the south end of the stadium.
The stadium will also have 21
restrooms featuring 427 toilets and
104 urinals.
The playing field is set with a
sheet of hybrid Bermuda grass. All
that is absent are the goal posts and
any on-field artwork
The stadium has two big-screen
scoreboards. The south end has a
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UCFArena

Religious
conununity
to be built
northofUCF

Women's Volleyball will be played here
in the fall. All other events and
Basketball will transfer to the new
arena. The old arena is currently closed
for renovations.
Built: 1991
Capacity: 5,300

UCF FACTS
Established: June 10, 1963
UCF President: John Hitt
Colors/Mascot: Black &Gold, Knights
Original Name: Florida Technical University

71H 4

largest university in the
nation and still growing

thousand students now
enrolled at UCF for fall

digital display scoreboard that
measures 50 feet by 8 feet. The
north-end scoreboard measures 100
feet by 37 feet and will feature a 34foot-by-"22-foot display capable of
showing live video.

New arena is nearly complete
Construction is nearly complete
on the highly anticipated new arena.
The $107 million project will fea-

ture surrounding shops and eateries
that together boast 89,000 square
feet of retail space.
The layout of the stadium will
have 7,000 lower-level seats while
3,000 will be upper level, including
a student bleacher section behind
one of the baskets.
In addition to hosting the UCF
Men's and Women's Basketball
games, the new arena will host a
series of acts including Reba McEntire, Bill Cosby and Carlos Mencia.

The Burnett College of Biomedical Sciences will become a part of
the UCF College of Medicine beginning this fall.
The change, which will include
changing the name to the Burnett
School of Biomedical Sciences, has
been planned since the school's
founding in 2004.
"When the biomedical college
was conceived in response to the gift

DONALD THOMANN
Staff Writer

Dr. Deborah German, dean of the
UCF College of Medicine, emphasized the importance of the college
becoming part of the medical school
"If you look at most colleges and
universities with medical schools,
the biomedical science faculty is in
the college of medicine," German
said.
The donors who provided the
generous gift to the biomedical sciences program, Al and Nancy BurPLEASE SEE MEDICAL ON A11

PLEASESEE CENTER ON A8

Pi Kappa Phi suspended until '11
The Office of Student Conduct
suspended Pi Kappa Phi fraternity
until 20ll after the group held a
social function while already on a
previous suspension.
Pi Kappa Phi will be the fourth
UCF fraternity to be suspended in a
little more than two years, starting
PLEASE SEE APARTMENT ON A7

Biomedical Sciences to join College of Medicine
from the Burnetts, it was envisioned
as being a building block for the medical school," said Terry Hickey,
provost and executive vice president
of Academic Affairs.
Dr. Pappachan Kolattukudy, dean
of the Burnett College of Biomedical
Sciences, said that the biomedical
college was established as a prelude
to building the medical school.
"I suggested in 2003.that we build
it so that we can show a credible
presence in the area," Kolattuk:udy
said.

Nearby residents will
protest development
Homeowners are not pleased
about plans to build a multidenominational, faith-based student community across the street from UCF.
The community will be located
north of campus at the northeast corner of Lockwood Boulevard and
McCulloch Road.
The entire project, temporarily
named North View, will consist of a
45,000-square-foot faith center, student housing, recreation areas and a
strip of shops.
The cost of the project is undisclosed at this time. The money for its
construction will come from a number of organizations, including bonds
from UCF to pay for the strip and
funds from Hillel for the faith center
and most of the housing.
"This is going to be a great environment where students who are religiously involved can live close by
their centers;' said Rabbi Siger, executive director for the Orlando Hillel
Foundation. "Nothing like this has
ever been done before."
The community of Carillon, however, has registered its resistance to
North View's construction with the
city.
Carillon is the closest neighborhood to the land on which the faithbased community is being planned,
and the four-story parking garage that
will be built on the property - which
is expected to provide parking for
most of the residents - has the citizens of Carillon concerned, and some

PHOTOS COURTESY UCFPICS.COM/UCF_ PICS, CFF ARCHIVE

Staff Writer

INDEX

PLEASE SEE LENDER ON A13

Stories you may have missed over the summer

ROBYN SIDERSKY
Around Campus

New UCF Arena

Men and Women's Basketball will call
this place home i1i the fall. Graduation
ceremonies and special events will also
be held here.
Open: Sept. 8, 2007
Built: 2005-present
Capacity: 10,000 ICost: $52 million
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News and rwtices for
the UCF community

Your health questions answered
Registered dietitian and
licensed nutritionist Meghan
Van Camp will be available
Monday and Tuesday to
answer questions regarding any
health questions.
The event will run from 4
p.m. to 7 p.m. both days and will
be located in the Knight Aid
office on the first floor of the
Recreation and Wellness Center.

---
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NEWSROOM
407-447-4558

The UCF Amateur Radio
Club will be holding their first
meeting of the semester today
at 5 p.m. Meetings will be held
in the Engineering I building in
Room 456A every week.
The meeting will provide
insight into getting a license, as
well as learning how to build
antennas and radios from
scratch.

Editor in Chief
Melissa Heyboer x213

Registration for KnightThon will begin Wednesday
and will be held in front of the
Student Union.
Aside from providing information on the event, it will be
the first chance for those interested to sign up. The kick-off
will also feature live music and
free giveaways. The event will
run from 10 am. to 2 p.m.

LOCAL
&STATE
Keep local with headlines
you may have missed

Job seekers in Florida face a
growing unemployment rate
TALLAHASSEE - Florida's
unemployment rate ticked up
again in July as the housing
slump continued to slow the
state's
economy,
figures
released Friday showed.
The percentage of people
looking for a job who couldn't
find one in Florida rose to 3.9
percent in July, up from 3.5 percent in June, the state Agency
for Workforce Innovation
reported.
That edges Florida closer to
the national unemployment
rate of 4.6 percent, but the state
still has the lowest jobless rate
of the ten largest states by population.
Job cuts in the once-booming construction industry are
behind the increasing joblessness, officials said
Construction employment
lost 17,900 jobs from July of
2006 to this July, a 2.8 percent
decrease. It's the first time since
1992 that the state has experienced five consecutive months
of over-the-year drops in construction jobs.
"For a number of months,
declines in the construction
PLEASE SEE

LOCAL ON A4

LET US KNOW
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send a fax to 407-4474556 or an e-mail to
editor@CentralFloridaFuture.c
om. Deadlines are 5 p.m.
Wednesday for the Monday
edition. During the summer
semester, the Future only prints
once a week.
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The Student Newspaper at UCFsince 1968

ARC holds semester's first meeting

Knight-Thon registration begins
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Opinions Editor
Natalie Morera x213

•

opinions@Centro/Floridofuture.com
COURTESY TRACY BERKMAN

April C. Young (left) and Tracy Berkman enjoy their vacation in San Juan, Puerto Rico after leaving the hotel they reserved on Priceline for a safer hotel they were familiar with.

Sports Editor
Padrick Brewer x215

•

sports@CentralFloridaFuture.com

Variety Editor
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Photo Editor
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A Puerto Rican vacation turns into
a horr~r story for 2 UCF students
STEPHANIE A. WILKEN

T

Contributing Writer

racy Berkman and April
C. Young opened the
door to their hotel room
after an afternoon of
sightseeing in San Juan,

Puerto Rico.
The air was thick and heavy, the
walls were covered in black mildew, and
the bed sheets looked bloodstained.
This wasn't a scene from a horror
flick - this was their hotel room.
When the two friends first checked
into their hotel room, they dropped
their luggage off at their room and went
to explore San Juan.
"We were devastated," said Berkman, a recent UCF graduate. 'We had
put our trust in Priceline and we felt
stabbed in the back. We felt helpless.
We had nowhere else to go. We had no
Internet and no phone numbers except
for Priceline's. We were basically under
their control
It wasn't until later that afternoon,
upon closer inspection, that they realized just how bad their three-star hotel
room was.
'We just knew that we couldn't stay
there. There were way too many safety
issues and health hazards," Berkman
said.
"[At first] we just thought it was an
OK hotel," said Young, a senior legal
studies major, ''not bad for the price."
Berkman and Young said that the
hotel was not in the same condition that
the online photos had depicted on the
travel Web site Priceline.com.
Their story is not uncommon, says
SheilaAdkins,directorofPublicAffairs
for the Better Business Bureau.
"This happens quite a bit when
you're booking reservations online,"
said Adkins. ''.A resort may have looked

like that 10 years ago."
In 2006, the Better Business Bureau
filed 4,718 complaints against hotels in
the continental U.S., Alaska, Hawaii,
Canada and Puerto Rico. Those complaints range from unclean accommodations to poor customer service.
More and more Americans are
booking travel plans online. The
research and trend analysis company
eMarketer reports in their U.S. Online
Travel Report that online consumer
sales hit $79 billion in 2006 and are .
expected to reach $146 billion in 2010.
The X and Y generations (ages 1834) are very comfortable onlin.e and use
the Internet for researching and booking travel arrangements. With an
almost infinite amount of resources on
the Web and many travel sites to choose
from, how can consumers protect
themselves and end up with a decent
product?
College students account for 32 per- .
cent of travel purchased through online
travel company sites, according to a
2000 survey from Campus Media
Group Inc., a youth media and marketing agency that specializes in planning,
buying and managing advertising that
reaches high school and college students.
"College students are very comfortable with making online purchases,"
said Jason Bakker, director of marketing
for Campus Media Group Inc. "The
younger demographic has embraced
that more."
The same survey from Campus
Media Group also found that 65 percent
of college students polled said that cost
was the most important factor in their
decision to buy.
The "Name Your Own Price" feature
on Priceline.com appealed to Berkman
and Young when making their travel
plans for Puerto Rico.
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Two friends were shocked to find possible blood stains
on their hotel room's mattress, and mold on their towel
holder. Priceline gave the hotel a three-star rating.

"It was kind of like a last-minute,
spur-of-the-moment thing," Berkman
said. 'We're college students so we
don't have that ml,lch money to spare."
After her experience in Puerto Rico,
Young has advice for student travelers
trying to plan a trip on a budget.
Young emphasizes the importance
of researching a hotel before booking a
reservation.
"Do research on the hotel from people who have actually gone," Young
said, "and use a trusted site."
Word of mouth is another way travelers find out about travel deals and the
quality of accommodations.
Forty-three percent of generation X
and Y use word ofmouth as a source for
planning leisure trips, according to a
2004 report from the Travel Industry
Association of America titled "How
Consumers Make Decisions."
"Word of mouth spreads," Bakker
said "If [college students] don't like the
service they are getting, they write stoPLEASE SEE

RESEARCH ON A8

Editorial Adviser
Abraham Aboraya
adviser@CentralFloridoFuture.com
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TODAY IN DETAIL

Today
PARTLY
CLOUDY

High:95°
Lpw:78°

Today: A20 percent chance of showers and thunderstorms. Partly cloudy
and hot, with heat index values as
high as 103.
Tonight: Partly cloudy. East wind
between 5and15 mph.

World~s

PARTLY CLOUDY

Wednesday
PARTLY CLOUDY

High:95°
Low:78°
High:95°
Low:77°
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One free copy of the Centro/ Florida Future
permitted per issue. If available, additional copies
may be purchased from our office with prior
approval for $1 each. Newspaper theft is a crime.
Violators may be subject to civil and criminal
prosecution and/or University discipline.
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THE UCF SHUTTLE PROVIDES STUDENT TRANSPORTATION
SERVICES BETWEEN 15 OFF-CAMPUS STUDENT
'RESIDENT COMMUNITIES AND UCF, WITH
SELECTED STOPS IN RESEARCH PARK.
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CAMPUS STOPS ·

ROUTES
#1
#2
#3
#4
#5
#6
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Pegasus I.anding.......................................................................... Student Union
Boardwalk. College Station. Addison Place..............•............... · Millican HalVWelcome Center
Pegasus Connection, Arbour Apartments.••....••.•~...................... Transit Center/Education Bldg
University House, Alafaya Oub, Pegasus Pointe....................... Millican HalVWelcome Center
Village at Science Drive, HR, Overflow (0/F) lots..................... Health Center/Biology Bldg
Northgate Lakes, Tivoli............................................................... HPA/Engr I & II
#7 Collegiate Village Inn (CVI)......................................................... Transit Center/Education Bldg
#8 Riverwind at Alafaya Trail........................................................... HPA/Engr I &II
#9 Research Park (151"/0TC/P-1/P--2/RP/BRA/UVHR 0/F lots)...... Health (enter/Biology Bldg

The shuttle runs approximately every 15 minutes
(each way) from 7:00 a.m. to 10:00 p.m. every class day:--*SHUTTLE OPERATES ON GASS DAYS ONLY (EXCEPT SATURDAYS) *NO SHUTTLE SERVICES MIER 8PM ON FRIDAYS

(p

Ride the Black and Gold on-c mp

I

.1

The UCF Black and Gold Line provides
transportation services for everyone to
travel throughout the campus. There is
· no per-ride fare. The service provides
safe, convenient, and timely travel to
the many destinations on our campus.
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Parking and
Transportation
Services
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Florida
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Parking and
[ . Transportation
Services
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ON-CAMPUS SHUITLE
SCHEDULE OF
OPERATION:
Buses Operate
Continuously,
(CLASS DAYS ONLY)
Fall and Spring,
Monday· Friday
7 A.M. - 7 P.M.
Summer
7 A.M.-4P.M.

~

Burnett Honors College
Lake Claire Apts.
Lake Claire Apts.
,
Arena /Tower 1 /Convocation Center
<!) Tower 2 /Baseball Stadium
© Towers3&4
Wayne Densch Sports Center
COHPA I Engineering I CREOL
AV1 I Nike Community
@) Market Place/ Student Resource Center (SRC)
@ Welcome Center I Millican Hall
@ Teaching Academy I Welcome Center
@) Transit Center I Education Bldg.

~

l'cademlc VIiiage

ON-OMPUS SHUITLE
SCHEDULE OF
OPERATION:

~

Burnett Honors College
Lake Claire Apts. '
lake Claire Apts.
Arena I Tower 1 /Convocation Center
<D Tower 2/ Baseball Stadium
© Towers3&4
Wayne Densch Sports Center
COHPA I Engineering I CREOL
AVl I Nike Community
@) Market PlaceI Student Resource Center (SRC)
@ Welcome Center I Millican Hall
@ Teaching Academy I Welcome Center
@ Transit Center I Education Bldg.

Recreation
II.

Wellness

center

~

Buses Operate
Continuously,
(CLASS DAYS ONLY)
Fall and Spring,
Monday · Friday
7A.M.·7P.M.
Summer
7A.M.·4P.M.

Aca~emlc Village
l'V~

Hercules
<lal!lmunlty

'l

The operating hours are
Monday thru Friday 7A.M. until 7P.M.
These maps may be used for handy reference.

for tnQre information, please visit our website,

www.parking.ucf.edu/shuttle.html
or call us at

(407) 823-6767.
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industry have had an effect on
Florida's job market," said
Workforce Innovation Director Monesia T. Brown.
Florida still reported an
overall increase in jobs created, mostly due to heavy
growth in the number of
health care jobs in the economy. Even so, year-to-year job
growth in June and July was
the slowest it has been in
Florida since the end of 2003,
the agency said.

UF Researchers narrowly miss
magnitude 8 earthquake in Peru

•

ALL RENTALS INCLUDE: INTERNET, STANDARD CABLE,
WATER, SEWER, GARBAGE, AND PEST CONTROL
• UCFSHum.E
SANG TAN I ASSOCIATED PRESS

GAINESVILLE - Three
Environmental activists prepare to march off from the campsite near Heathrow
Airport in London, Sunday. Environmental activists have been protesting for a week.
University
of
Florida
researchers are safely back in
California officials close to
Shuttle leaves sface station
the country after just missing
early because o hurricane
containing fire on Lake Tahoe
getting caught in a massive
HOUSTON Space
TAHOE CITY, Calif. earthquake in Peru.
shuttle
Endeavour
worked Sunday
Firefighters
The group was in the Peruundocked from the interna- to contain a 15-acre blaze on
vian capital of Lima when the
tional space station a day Lake Tahoe's west shore
earthquake struck Wednesearly
on Sunday, as NASA that destroyed five homes
day, but just hours before had
kept a wary eye on Hurri- and forced evacuations of
.been through towns south of
some
residents
and
cane Dean.
there close to the epicenter of
Space
agency
managers
tourists,
officials
said.
the quake, including heavily
worried that the storm
No injuries were reportdamagedica
would move toward Hous- ed.
Doug Jones, director and
·ton and force them to evacMeanwhile, authorities
invertebrate curator of the
uate to a smaller-staffed strongly advised residents
Florida Museum of Natural
makeshift control center at in about 30 rural Ventura
History and Bruce MacFadCape Canaveral, Fla. The County homes to evacuate
den, curator of vertebrate
Endeavour crew prepared <!.S a ·stubborn wildfire
paleontology at the museum,
to land on Tuesday as a pre- inched east toward Highwere in the country with docway 33 Sunday.
caution.
toral student Dana Ehret in
The shuttle crew, which
The fire that began on
search of fossils. They just '
includes teacher-astronaut July 4 had burned 183,408
missed the devastation in the
Barbara Morgan, had been acres of wilderness, or ·
hardest-hit area
at the orbiting outpost since more than 286 square miles
"Had we stayed until
Aug. 10. In that time, they by early Sunday.
Thursday," Jones said, "we
attached a new truss segThe
wind-whipped
would have been cut off."
ment to the station, deliv- Tahoe fire began near the
More than 500 people
ered cargo and replaced a resort community of Sunwere killed and another 1,500
failed gyroscope, which nyside just south of Tahoe
injured in the magnitude-8
controls the station's orien- City, but never grew larger
quake.
tation.
than 15 acres.
U.S. Forest Service,
A
spacewalk
on
Saturday
- ASSOCIATED PRESS
was shortened so the astro- spokeswoman
Barbara
nauts could wrap up their Rebiskie said the fire startwork at the station. During ed at one home and quickly
that jaunt, the spacewalkers spread to four others. The
saw the eye of the enor- fire
slowed
Saturday
mous hurricane swirling in evening, allowing most of
the
Caribbean
and the people who were evacexpressed their amazement uated to return.
The house where the
at the sight.
What's in the news at
The astronauts also fire started was fully
colleges around the country
skipped flying around the engulfed when crews
Teachers seek 'merit pay' in
station after undocking to arrived shortly after 1:30
exchange for high test scores
take pictures of the com- p.m. Flames were being
WASHINGTON - While
plex, an exercise NASA fanned by wind gusts of up
the words ·~merit pay" drew
likes crews to do if the to 30 mph.
hisses and boos at a recent
Ventura County, state
schedule and fuel supply
teachers' union convention,
permit.
and
U.S.
authorities
educators are endorsing conAlthough it was uncer- planned a comp:mnity
tracts that pay bonuses for
tain whether Dean, a Cate- meeting Sunday tb brief
boosting students' test scores.
gory 4 storm, might strike residents about anticipated
The National Education
the Texas coastline later this fire activity and possible
Association and the Ameriweek, NASA managers said evacuations.
can Federation of Teachers
it would be irresponsible
oppose linking a teacher's
not to cut the mission short, Flooding wreaks havoc in
paycheck to how well their
especially since most of the Minnesota, Wisconsin
students do on tests. But that
tasks had been completed.
WINONA, Minn.
is not stopping Rob Weil, the
Severe weather deluged
AFT's deputy director of eduFourth hole into mountain
parts of the Midwest
cational issues, from helping
overnight, washing away
shows no sign of 6 miners
local unions hammer out conHUNTINGTON, Utah bridges and roadways,
tracts that include new merit- Rescuers banged on a killing four people in south- .
pay plans.
drill bit and set off explo- eastern Minnesota, authori'We don't have a message
sives, hoping to elicit a ties said Sunday.
on a board that says, 'Hey,
The floodwaters caught
response from six men
thinking about this?"' he said.
trapped deep inside a col- two people in their vehicle
But he said the AFT feels
lapsed coal mine. Their near Stockton and two
obliged to assist chapters that
efforts were met with more in a vehicle near
have decided to go this route.
silence - again.
Witoka, said Bob Reinert,
Teachers usually are paid
Winona
County
Rescuers found no signs the
according to a century-old
of life Saturday after drilling Administrator
and
career ladder that rewards
a fourth hole into the Cran- spokesman for the county's
seniority and levels of educadall Canyon mine~ where emergency operations cention. The system was
the men have been trapped ter. Authorities initially said
designed to ensure fair coma fifth person had died but
for nearly two weeks.
pensation for women and
A microphone lowered Reinert said that fatality
minorities. The average startinto the new hole revealed could not be confirmed.
ing salary today is about
nothing to indicate that
"They apparently just
$31,000.
anyone was in the cavern. A drove off the edge of the
"They don't make enough
video camera recorded pavement, and with the
money, especially the good
images from the void that floodwaters just were
ones - especially the great
were being analyzed early unable to get out of the
ones," said Louis Malfaro, the
vehicle," he said.
Sunday.
teachers' union president in
Despite the lack of eviUp to 12 inches of rain in
Austin, Texas, where nine
dence that the miners have southwestern Wisconsin
schools are part of a pilot prosurvived since the initial triggered a mudslide that
gram to overhaul how teachAug. 6 collapse, Stickler pushed a house onto state
ers are paid
said drillers would start on Highway 35 in Vernon
Malfaro said Austin's
County, said State Emera fifth hole.
approach is modeled partly
Underground tunneling gency
Management
on Denver's, which links
has been halted since a spokeswoman Lori Getter.
salaries to students' test
mountain "bump" Thurs- There are no reports of
scores and other measures.
day killed three rescuers injuries.
Malfaro says the Austin effort
and injured six others. OffiNumerous roads and
will expand slowly and be
cials had hoped the fourth bridges were washed· out
evaluated methodically to
hole would finally offer and closed on Sunday in
avoid the kinds of mistakes
clues to whether the men both states, prompting the
made elsewhere.
were alive 1,500 feet below evacuation of several
Florida recently had to
ground. Instead, the results towns, officials said.
retool a merit-pay plan after a
In Wisconsin, Downwere the same as the three
large numbe,r of districts
town Gays Mills was evacuprevious tries.
opted out, c::iting teacher conEven if rescuers found ated with residents taken to
cerns. A plan in Houston
any of the six miners alive the fire station, and a state
came under criticism because
~ an increasingly unlikely
of emergency was in effect
it was put in place over teachprospect, given the ai:p.ount there.
ers' objections. .
"In our situation we've
of time elapsed - it would
Weil, the AFT official, said
evacuated the city of Stocktake weeks to lift them out.
teacher compensation has to
The three victims of ton, which is probably the
be bargained locally. He also
Thursday's
mountain hardest hit," Reinert said in
said the new plans should
"bump" were identified as Minnesota.
make good professional
Other small cities were
MSHA inspector Gary
development available to
Jensen, 53, of Redmond; also evacuated as well as
increase the chances that
miner Dale Black, 48, of portions of Winona, he
teachers will raise students'
Huntington; and Brandon said.
achievement.
Kimber, 29, a miner from
Price.
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Julie wanted to fit in at college, so she did English.

)

English on half.com was cheaper, so Julie did twice
as much. She went crazy- nesting with cuckoos and
developing a fear of vyrathful grapes.

And soon Julie was doing English every weekend.
It was the best of times. Julie was swept away
from reality.

•
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Today Julie is seen every so often on the subway,
where she rambles on in incoherent soliloquies,
asking for spare change in iambic pentameter.
Julie smells repugnant.
; ; ;
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LlARN ~ROM JULI[
Just because half.com is cheaper doesn't mean
you need to buy twice as much English. Use your
savings for good on half.com and try
a video game instead.

••
I
I
II

Type in "overstudy" on half.com and get started
on your subject of choice today.*

-----------•We do not condone the overuse of English or any such substance.
Please use responsibly and in moderation.

,

-~

*"$5 off promotion open to legal U.S. residents 18 years or age or older who are ttrst-time buyers on half.com. $5 off promotion good for first-time purchase of $50 or more, excluding shipping and handling, on half.com only. Limit one offer per user ID, and offer may not be combint

with any other otter, coupon or promotion. Void where prohibited, taxed or restricted. Otter expires September 30. 2007 at 11 :59:59pm PT.
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CampusEdge Checking is free for five years,1 with no minimum balance. It comes with free
Online Banking Service 2 and Mobile Banking Service,2 including e-mail and text message
Alerts. You get free person-to-person transfers, free transactions at·over 17,000 ATMs and you
even get a Stuff Happens card that's good for a one-time refund3 of an unexpected service fee.

To get started today, stop by your neighborhood Bank of America or
visit us online at bankofamerica.com/bankoncampus

Bank of America~

Research Park
11800 Research Pkwy
407.208.0380

Bank of Opportunity ~

* No purchase or transaction necessary to enter or win. Must be 18 or older, a legal resident of the 50 United States (including District of Columbia) and a current full-time or part-time student
enrolled at an accredited American college or university. Three ways to enter: (1) via text message to short code 72579, key word "BOA" (if you have your college code) or "BANK" (if you do not have
your college code); (2) on line at bankofamerica.com/bankoncampus or (3) by opening a new Bank of America CampusEdge student checking account offered exclusively at facebook.com from
9/15/07 to 10/31/07. Promotion starts at 12:01 a.m. Eastern Time on 8/1/07 and ends at 11:59 p.m. ET on 10/31/07. Standard text message rates apply. For Official Rules and entry details,
visit bankofamerica.com/bankoncampus. Void where prohibited; limit one entry per person regardless of.method. Sponsored 2007 by Bank of America Corporation, 100 N. Tryon Street, Charlotte,
NC 28255. 1 Free of a monthly maintenance fee for the first five years. Students age 16 and over are eligible for this account. Student status will be validated upon account opening. After the first
five years, your CampusEdge account will be converted to MyAccess Checking. The monthly maintenance fee for MyAccess Checking will be waived as long as you have a qualifying monthly direct
deposit. Fees for overdrafts and other account-related services still apply. Student checking product in Washington and Idaho is MyAccess-CampusEdge Checking.2 You will be charged access rates
depending on your carrier. Web access is needed to use Mobile Banking. Check with your service provider for details on specific fees and charges. 3 Good for a one-time refund of one of the following
service fees: overdraft item fee, NSF: returned item fee, overdraft protection transfer fee, stop payment fee, or non-Bank of America ATM fee.
Bank of America, N.A. Member FDIC. ©2007 Bank of America Corporation
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We create access to money for college so you can dream, achieve,
become whatever you want to be. Don't let money be an obstacle
to getting your education and living your own American Dream.
Transform into the best version of yourself, because you are

•

America's future. Knowledge is power and dreams do come true.
•

Ask about our Best-Ever Borrower Benefits and find out

•

how you can get even more money for college.
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Apartment building destroyed by blaze
FROM Al

.l

)

with Pi Kappa Alpha in 2005.
Pi Kappa Phi was first suspe~ded ~er a January 2006
mc1dent m the Magnolia Glen
subdivision involving disorderly conduct and hazing.
While the details of that night
are still unclear, OSC suspended the fraternity for one
year, and they weren't allowed
to have any social functions.

Disaster in Tivoli

)

Residents of Tivoli Apartments watched wordlessly as
firefighters worked to extinguish a fire that ravaged one
building on June 9.
Fire crews responded to a
blaze at 4250 Cortona Cove at
about 6 p.m. No one was
injured, but the building was
severely damaged. Crews
quickly put out the main fire
but continued to look for hot
spots for more than an hour.
According to fire officials,
only the third floor of the
Tivoli apartment complex suffered fire damage, but the first
and second floors suffered
water damage.
The Tivoli fire was rated a
'three-alarm assignment' due
to the size of the building and
the already hot conditions of
the day.

mous support of the tuition
differential - the governor
signed the bill

UCF hires new police chief
UCF
administrators
announced that Richard
Beary, the Lake Mary police
chief and the brother of
Orange County Sheriff Kevin
Beary, is the new chief of the
UCF Police Department. ·
However, hiring Richard
Beary wasn't an easy process
- in fact, it was the end result
of a three-month process.
The process started with
the formation of a search committee, which began looking
February 28. UCF President
John Hitt asked Al Harms,
assistant vice president of
research, to head the committee of14 people.
. The former police chief,
Richard Turkiewicz, officially
retired March 1 after the university chose not to renew his
contract.

Two students die in car crashes,
alum handstand proves fatal

On May 8, business major
Jesus Ortiz lost his life in a
fatal car crash on Alafaya Trail
in front of Boardwalk apartments. His girlfriend, Sarah
Rogers, an SGA student senator, was the passenger. She
suffered major injuries and
went into a coma.
Differential tuition bill passes
On July 12, a former UCF
In an unexpected turn of
student,
Jessica
Ashley
events June 27, Gov. Charlie
Crist signed a bill that will Hawkins, 20, died after she fell
allow three of Florida's public 15 feet from the balcony of her
universities to charge under- apartment while attempting
graduate students an addi- to ~o a handstand. Hawkins,
tional $1,000 in tuition over who lived in Alabama, was
visiting her boyfriend, a UCF
the course of several years.
And if university officials student.
On July 14, senior fmance
;;ind lobbyists have their way,
and
· accounting
major
UCF will eventually be
Heather
Herb
lost
her
life
in a
included in that group ofthree
car
crash
on
Alafaya
Trail
- the University of Florida,
Florida State University and when turning out of the
the University of South Flori- Waterford Towers Shopping
Center. Her Hyundai Sonata
da.
was
struck by a Jeep Wrangler.
The governor threatened
Her
best friend, senior
to veto the bill as he vetoed a
accounting
major Laura Dzenstate-wide, 5-percent tuition
increase in May. But after a geleski, was the passenger and
meeting with UCF President · fractured her pelvis and broke
her tailbone.
John Hitt and the presidents
of Florida's 10 other public
universities - all in unani- College of Medicine earns

preliminary accreditation visit
The College of Medicine
received news in June that the
Liaison Committee on Medical Education, which accredits all new medical schools,
will visit UCF in December to
see the school for themselves.
According to a UCF News
and Information press release,
the visit was granted based on
the college's preliminary plan
submitted to the LCME in
April.
· Also, in June, the College of
Medicine announced that it
will provide its inaugural class
of 40 students with full scholarships for their four years of
medical school.
Each student will receive
$40,000 per year - $20,000
for tuition and $20,000 for
expenses.
The scholarships will be
funded by 40 donors throughout the Orlando community.
Each donor will .sponsor one
student. There are currently
10 scholarships funded.

Faculty won't get a raise this year
The faculty and staff of
UCF, everyone from tenured
professors to groundskeepers,
won't be getting a salary
increase this year, in part
because of Gov. Charlie Crist's
veto on tuition increase.
·At a collective bargaining
session, the United Faculty of
Florida and the Board of
Trustees continued talks to
update the contracts between
UCF's faculty and the administration.
The
meeting,
expected to last aboµt three
hours, only lasted half that.
Crist vetoed UCF's 5 percent tuition increase this year,
and the state legislature
passed a bill that gives all state
employees a one-time, $1,000
bonus instead of raises.

was arrested after UCF Police
Officers completed their
investigation into the hard
drive of his work laptop.
Reichert, a professor in the
political science department,
had a hearing to reduce his
bail from $138,000 to $69,000
July 18, and the judge granted
the request.
Reichert has pled not
guilty to the 138 counts of possessing material depicting
sexual performance by a child.
-CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE STAFF
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UCF professor arrested on child
pornography charges
The UCF assistant professor arrested and charged with
possessing more than 138
images and videos of child
pornography remains in the
Orange County Jail, according
to the Orange County Clerk.
Michael Shawn Reichert
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Center funded by donations
FROM Al

angered.
"This thing here is a
crock," said Frank Brust, resident of Brighton Park in Carillon. "I hope that the [Homeowners] Association does
everything they can to see
that it doesn't go up."
Ken Hofer, president of the
Carillon Board of Directors,
said at meetings in April and
May that he was working to
get details and ascertain what
the Association could do to
register their resistance to the
community.
Last month, all the residents of the community were
assessed a fee by the Association in order to hire a lawyer
to legally resist the construction of North' View.
"Everyone was assessed
$150 toward the hiring of a
lawyer to defend our community,'' Brust said. "I sent in my
$150 right away. I mainly don't
want the parking garage to go
up."
Anne Muller, resident of
Dorchester in Carillon, said
that the congestion caused by
the garage and the stores will
be unwanted and annoying.
"We are not against any
religions in · this neighborhood That's not what this is
about,'' Muller said. "What
about all the extra cars, the
people, the dorms and students being that much closer
to our community? I think
there is enough on campus to
accommodate
everybody
already, and we don't need
this.''
Siger sees it differently.
"In the back ofthe commu-

nity, there is going to be a covered parking structure, so you
won't see it," he said. "It's
going to be a four-story
garage, and it's going to be
built into the housing units.
But it's going to be designed
so that it doesn't even look
like a garage."
Further, Siger said that the
faith-based
community
would offer religious students
conveniences that they
wouldn't easily find outside
of it. For instance, students
who practice dietary laws
through the year could live
within walking distance of
facilities that adhere to those
laws.
The Jewish and Catholic
center will contain places of
worship, office space, storage
space, a recreational area and
a cafeteria. Behind the faith
center will be the student
housing with about 160 units
able to accommodate more
than 600 students.
T4e dorms are not exs;lusive, and students will not be
denied entrance because of
their faith. But Siger said that
the guidelines will be particularly strict, and students living in the dorms must follow
a different code of standards
than in traditional housing
units.
"The idea is not just to
build a nice dorm that's a
place to live; it's a dorm that's
going to serve a segment of
the population who believes
in and values modesty, temperance, apt study and sort of
quiet hours,'' Siger said.
"Therefore, we would want
our students to maintain a
certain caliber in their behav-

ior, as well as in the academics.''
The faith center and most
of the student housing would
be built on land that belongs
to a local philanthropist
named Alan Ginsburg. Ginsburg has contributed to a
number of causes in Central
Florida, including giving $20
million to Florida Hospital
earlier this year.
Ginsburg was on vacation
at the time of publication and
could not be reached for comment.
The community will be
funded by private donations
and money raised by religious
groups participating in the
project.
On UCF's side of McCulloch, on land that belongs to
the UCF Foundation, there
will be a strip of shops and
restaurants, as well as 40
units of additional housing,
said UCF Foundation Real
Estate Executive Director Zan
Reynolds.
·~ lot of companies have
already looked at it and have
shown interest," Reynolds
said. "It's all in the entitlement
process at this time, but we
have received letters of interest from a number of stores."
Bubble Fusion Asian
Restaurant, Famous Dave's
and TGI Friday's are among a
number of companies who
have already expressed interest in leasing available space
on the strip.
North View, if it overcomes the resistance from
Carillon and receives the permits it needs to start construction, is scheduled for
completion by late 2009. .

Research before vacationing
FROM A2

ries in college newspapers,
Facebook, talk to friends,
blogs.''
That's what Berkman did
when she wasn't happy with
Priceline's customer service.
"I wrote a review of the
hotel with all my pictures and
everything, and I posted it
everywhere I knew how,''
Berkman said "I posted it on
Live Journal, TripAdvisor, I
posted it on this Web site
called PlanetFeedback. I contacted people who write popular blogs just to see if anyone
had advice; just to warn people
about it."
However, you can't always
trust reviews that people post
on the Internet, said Paul
Rompf: associate professor at
the Rosen College of Hospitality Management.
"If you aren't familiar with
the brand, do a thorough
search,'' Rompf said "Use your
e-social networks and the
other networks that are up
there to validate what appears

to be what they are saying.
Anyone can post anything
online. We are naive to believe
everything that we read out
there."
You don't know what
you're getting online unless
you're booking with a chain,
Adkins said
Berkman and Young were
not at a chain hotel, but after
they complained, the hotel did
move them to another room
on another floor.
The second room, however,
was not much better than the
frrst, and it had no lock on the
door.
The women, who didn't
feel safe in the room, contacted Priceline. The Priceline
representative said that while
the company would not
refund their money, he could
recommend a different, nearby hotel. The recommended
hotel was a name with which
both women were familiar.
The new hotel was also a
three-star hotel, however, the
women said that the two
hotels were worlds apart.
Priceline declined to com-

ment on the hotel's rating or
Berkman and Young's experience. But Brian Ek, vice president of media relations for
Priceline, said that if Priceline
does hear things similar to
Berkman and Young's experience, they will talk to the property. He added that actions
might include changing the
rating or taking the hotel completely out of the system.
Since Berkman filed a complaint with the Better1Business
Bureau, Priceline has changed
the rating from three to twoand-half stars. However, Berkman is still waiting to be
refunded for the amount of the
frrst night.
Once they were inside their
new hotel room, the women
felt a wave of relief.
Berkman and Young decided to take a nap before heading
out to do more sightseeing.
They felt safe and relaxed in
the new hotel
"I felt safe taking a nap in
the middle of the day," Berkman said ''Even on the eighth
floor ofthe other hotel, we didn't feel that way."
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LSAT

GMAT
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DAT'

MCAT

Higher test score
guaranteed·or
your money back**

•

CLASSES STARTING SOON!
GMAJ:

GRE:

LSAT:

GMOR7007: 9/16
GMOR7102: 10/16

REOR7203: 9/12
REOR7008: 9/23

LSOR7105: 8/21
LSOR7203: 8/22

FREE LSAT, GRE, and GMAT Pradic;e Tests
Friday, August 24th at 10:30 a.m.
Call 1-800-KAPTEST today to register! 1-800-KAP-TEST

•

I kaptest.com

*Test names are regl&tered trademark& of thft" respedfVe owners. "'Condition& and restrtciiona apptj'. For complete guarantee elglbftlty reql.Antments, vist kaptest.comlhsg.
The Higher SCX>re Guarantee only applies to Kaplan courses taken and oompJet:ed within the Unltea States, Puerto Rk:o, Canada. Mexk:O, the Unlted Kingdom. and Ftance.
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Clean Bright Affordable
Located at 4270 AJoma Avenue, Suite 132,
Winter Park Palms Shopping Center

4 Heavenlg Sav1ogsl

at the intersection ofAloma Avenue and Howell Branch Road

407 ~671~7033
A co...ministry of St. Margaret Mary and
Sts. Peter & Paul Parishes
Winter Park, Florida www.3saintsresa1e.com
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MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT!
Losing your security deposit or being overcharged for darp.ages at rentals
around UCF is quite common. Here are s steps to help secure your chance
of getting some or all of your deposit back and not being overcharged when
you move out:
./ READ THE LEASE!
\
o Look a~ your lease carefully. Most state that you must inspect the
unit at the time of move-in. If there is a deadline for giving a list
of problems back to the landlord, make sure you get it back to the
landlord by the deadline.
'

,/ INSPECT EVERYTHING!
o The landlord may provide you with a move-in inspection sheet.
If not, make your own list, ·stating existing problems within
each room of the unit. Be very specific - note everything major
and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, condition of mattress,
furniture, walls, blinds, countertops, EVERYTHING!
./ MAKE·A COPY.!

o Be sure to make a copy of the completed inspection sheet

BEFORE giving it back to the landlord, Keep it in a safe place
duri.n g the·duration of your lease.

./ TAKE PICTURES!
o To further protect yourself from beingebarged for damages.
existing when you move in,. take photos ofall common areas,
your room, and bathroom. Photograph any current problems
with the condition of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, a:nd the
lawn/landscape (if you are responsible for lawn upkeep). Take
more pictures when you move out. Print the photos with dates.!
,/ INCREASE YOUR CHANCES!
o By taking these steps, you should not be charged for pre-existing
damage when you move out. And you will be able to prove which
damages were there at the time you m.oved in, if the damages
claimed against your deposit are disputed.

www.stulegal.sdes.ucf.edu

If >·ou have any questions or problems with your lease, call 407-82:i-2!1;)8 to sl'L up an appointment. or Yisit Student Resourc(' Ccnll'r room I."i:i :-. ln11d;1\ - Frida>· 8am-!)pm.
We assist with selected areas of law, inlcuding landlord/tenant, eonsumcr, criminal. trafiic, & more. Quali1icd studl'nts can n·cil'H' free t·onsultation & representation.
l-'u11cfC'd h11
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Welcome Back!!!
•

Recreation and
. Wellness Center

Oak Tree
Apartments

Building Hours
Spring Semester

Mon ... Thurs 6:00am • M1dnlgh1
Friday
6:00am - 1OOGp.m.
Saturday
9:00am .. 9:00prn
Sunday
11 :OOarn - Midnight

2 Bedroom I 1 Bathroom

per month

•

Deposit ONLY $300*
NO CREDIT CHE.C K REQUIRED
Water Included
Walking distance to UCF
Located on Alafaya Trail

Call Us Today!

407-380-6000
Located on Alafaya between Darwin Dr. & Mendel Rd.
*Must meet application qualifications to receive deposit discount ($300 deposit)

Mr. UCF, Josh Wilson, and
Miss UCF, Denesha Jenkins

Congratulations to Miss UCF
Denesha Jenkins
2nd Runner Up
Miss Florida Scholarship
Pageant 2007
Six UCF women (five
pictured) competed in the
Miss Florida Scholarship
Pageant this year.

Interested in becoming a contestant or a committee member foir tile
upeoming Mr. or Miss UCF Pageants? Contact CAB Spectacular Knights at
cabspec@mail.ucf.edu
~ }
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beauty editors are raving about mark. discover
how easy it is to

intensify your assets
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lips-even if you only have 5
minutes to dash to class.
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mark. at UCF .
try mark and get hooked up with
where:

free stuff!
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Funds to find cancer's cure
Florida Hospital, UCF endowment
for cancer research hits $1.1 million
STEPHANIE A. WILKEN
Contributing Writer

•
•

•

"
•

A
joint
endowment
between Florida Hospital and
UCF has provided more than
$1.1 million for cancer
research over the last 10
years.
The partnership started in
1994 when Florida Hospital
donated $1 million from its
annual Gala to UCF. The state
of Florida matched the funds
with a $750,000 contribution
in 1995. The total was put into
an endowment, managed by
the UCF Foundation.
The Foundation invests
the money, and ·the return
allows for the ongoing and
stable funding of research
grants, said Mary Robb, associate director of Development and Donor Relations for
the UCF Foundation.
Since the first grant in
1996, the endowment has provided for 65 grants, with a
total award amounting over
$1.l million, said Diane
Andrews, chairman of the
Florida
Hospital/UCF
Endowment Oversight Committee.
The original idea of the
endowment was to have a
return that would continually
fund research, not just a onetime gift.
Both organizations wanted
to do something that created
a li~g legacy, Andrews said.
. _ The idea of the grants is
that they help kick-start ideas
into further research. The
grants, or seed grants, are
designed to generate data
that will help researchers get
larger grants from national
agencies.
"The idea really is to plant
seeds so that it'll grow to bigger funding from elsewhere,"
said John Francis, director of
the Florida Hospital Institute
of Translational Research.
The UCF Foundation

manages the endowment and
disperses °J the money as
grants to researchers. Applicants from both institutions
may apply for individual
grants up to $20,000. If
researchers from both institUtions collaborate, they may
apply for joint grants up to
$45,000.
The joint grants are

"The idea really
is to plant
seeds so that
it'll grow to
bigger funding
elsewhere."
- JOHN FRANCIS

DIRECTOR,
FLORIDA HOSPITAL INSTITUTE OF
TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH

designed to encourage continued collaboration, and the
committee raised the joint
award to $45,000 to encourage the two organizations to
work together.
"Clearly, with the medical
school around the comer, collaboration is going to be
mandatory,'' said Francis,
who has worked on six joint
grants. "That was the reason
we bumped up the ceiling for
grants, to really encourage
true collaboration."
The relationship between
Florida Hospital and UCF has
helped to facilitate a lot of discussion between the two
organizations, Andrews said.
"It has also provided a
platform for discussion and
for planning and for figuring

out other ways that we can
work together," Andrews
said. "If we can come together to work on these projects
but we start to build these
relationships, then we can
work on other projects that
[we also] have mutual interest in, such as the College of
Medicine."
The endowment helps
keep communication going
between Florida Hospital and
UCF.
"I think it's helped maintain a relationship between
the two institutions when
there really wasn't a reason to
have one otherwise,'' said
Michael D. Johnson, associate
dean for the College of Sciences. "You could have
viewed them as just two disconnected big businesses that
happened to both be in
Orlando. This gave a reason
,for continuing relationships."
Both organizations have
one focus: cancer research.
"This endowment is a
wonderful example of a partnership between two substantial organizations with a
focus on cancer research,''
said Robert J. Holmes, Jr.,
CEO of the UCF Foundation
and vice president of Alumni
Relations and Development,
in an e-mail. "The work being
done by researchers at UCF
and the Florida Hospital will
have an important impact on
the health of our community."
The partnership that
began with donations from
the community is giving back
to the community, .Andrews
said.
"We have made it possible
for people to receive the care
and treatment here in this
community that in the past
they've had to leave this community for," Andrews said.
"That's really what the
bottom line of all of this is. It's
about taking care of patients,
taking care of the families of
people who have cancer.
Maybe we can find a cure
someday, but until we can,
we're able to give them the
best possible care," she said.

MediCa1 school continues plans
-·- .

FROM

.

.

Al

nett, said they are comfortable with the change and
hope that their gift will contribute to the medical school,
Hickey said.
The construction of the
Burnett Biomedical Sciences
Building at Lake Nona began
in May, and the 198,000square-foot building will be
completed for use in spring
2009.
While
undergraduates
will continue to take classes
at the main campus, graduate
students will take their classes at Lake Nona. Research
opportunities for undergraduates will be available at Lake
Nona as well.
Construction for the UCF
College of Medicine is scheduled to begin in October at
Lake Nona. Currently, the
College of Medicine's facilities are in a 16,000-squarefoot building in Central Florida Research Park, near the
main campus.
"It will really enhance

opportunities for our stu"The opportunity for facdents," Kolattukudy said.
ulty to teach at the underThe current faculty in the graduate, graduate and medcollege will stay the same, . ical school level offers more
with 34 additional members opportunities for those interto be hired over the next five ested," German said. "These
are some of the opportunities
years.
While several faculty that come with having the
members have already been faculty together in one colhired, the hiring process has lege."
At the Board of Governors
stopped due to a lack ofspace
meeting at the University of
in labs, Kolattukudy said.
Kolattukudy is currently South Florida on Aug. 8 - 9,
the dean of the Burnett Col- the medical school requested
lege of Biomedical Sciences . an additional $4 million in
but will be the director of the funding for the 2008-2009
school as it joins the medical fiscal year.
college.
The funding would be
The· medical school has used t<:>ward increases in
made significant progress in start-up costs for a new medthe last few months as well, ical school to satisfy the
starting a scholarship fund requirements of the national
for its inaugural class set to accrediting authority for
enroll starting in fall 2009.
medical schools.
German and the adminisThe requirements must be
tration of the medical school · met in order for the UCF Colare in the process of hiring lege of Medicine to receive
faculty as well. The addition preliminary accreditation
of the biomedical sciences from the Liaison Committee
program is appealing to on Medical Education in
many, including prospective order to open its doors to stufaculty members.
dents in fall 2009.

Specializing In rotisserie
chicken, grilled steak,
and pork
~ UCF
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Alafaya Trail
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Employment
Available

FREE

CAR WASH*
EXPIRES 8-24-07

WE OFFER FULL SERVICE CARWASHING
EXPRESS & COMPLETE DETAILING
WINDOW TINTING
""
340 S. ALAFAYA TRAIL, ORLANDO
<•

<......,

3 MILES SOUTH OF UCF ON ALAFAYA TRAIL
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+
UCF

· *FREE EXTERIOR CARWASH , NOT APPLICABLE WITH ANY OTHER COUPONS, DISCOUNTS, OR SAVINGS.
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The mission of the Office of Student Involvement {OSI) ts to provide
quality programs, servtces, and leadership opportunities that enrich
students' academic endeavors. Students and slaff collaborate to
exprore various paths that encourage personal growth, promote civic
responsibility, embrace differences, and connect students to the
campus and the community. In OSI, the journey is the destination.

Campus Activities Board ( C A B ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The Campus Activities Board is a student-run organization that provides diverse programming funded by the Activity and
Servke Fee. By utilizing the expertise of 1o·student appointed directors, CAB ensures that each experience provides an
opportunity for networking, leadership development, lasting friendships and irreplaceable memories. Come meet CAB and it's
Directors at the Meet & Greet, August 30@ 2:30pm on the Memory Mall!
Visit www.cab.getinvolveducf.com.

Family Weekend
SAVE THE DATE! This year's Family Weekend is October 19-21, 2007. With the opening of the New UCF Arena and the New
On-Campus Bright House Networ:ks Stadium, Family Weekernd will be bigger and better than ever. Departments all over campus
will be participating to welcome your family and friends to UCF. For updates on Family Weekend check our website:
www.gefinvolveducf.com/familyweekend.

Fraternity & Sorority Ufe
The Office of Fratemity & Sorority Life fosters qnd promotes the development of national fraternities and sororities on the UCF
campus by providing advice, services, and programs to ensure all members have high-quality undergraduate fraternal
e~periences thdt reinforce each organization's founding principles: Scholarship, Leadership, Community Service,
Sisterhood/Brotherhood and Campus Involvement. We hope that you will consider participating in the 2006 Fraternity and
Sororiity Recruitment/Membership Intake processes which are quickly approaching. Stop in and see what our Greek community
has to offer you! Visit www.greek'life.sdes.ucf.edu.

Homecom,ing - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Homecoming is a once a year, action-packed, fun-filled~ fast-paced week of sports, free entertainment and tons of giveaways.
A year is spent planning each day of Homecoming so that no detail is overlooked. Sports events, comedians, an outdoor movie,
concerts, a carnival, Skit Knight, a parade through campus, and the one-of-a-kind pep rally in the Reflecting Pond, Spirit Splash,
will leave you dizzy and exhausted from so much excitement. This year's Homecoming theme is Tales of Terror, so be ready for a
frightening experience of chills, thrills, a'nd mysteries. Visit www.hc.getinvolveducf.com.

Knightcast

l

Knightcast (WKNf) is UCF's student-run radio station. Broadcasting at www.knighkast.org, Knightcast gives students the
opportunity to express themselves creatively by providing a venue for all types of programming - music, sports, politics, talk, etc ..
No prior experience is required! Knightcast is· looking for students just like you to be DJs, promotional staff, technical support, or
assist with design and development. Visit our website to learn more about getting involved or just to listen to some great student
programming.

"nights of the RoundTable (KoRT) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

~
~r

Knights of the RoundTable (KoRT) serves as a resource for student organizations through advisement, education, and
promotion. KoRT hosts monthly meetings that organization representatives attend in order to discuss issues ~nd share upcoming
event information. Every semester, KoRT hosts a Club Showcase (Sept .. 4-5) where students have the opportunity to me-et
representatives from ove( 50 student organizations. Interested Registered Student Organizations can register online at
www.kort.getinvolveducf.com.

Late K n i g h t s - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

I~

.,

Late Knights is a free event held once a month from 9pm-2am. You can find free food, a wealth of activities, entertainment,
prizes and giveaways. Every Late Knights has a unique theme that gives you a chance to experience some new activities, as
well as some old favorites. Hear a comedian, sing karaoke, have your face painted, learn to juggle, or do any number of similar
activities, all in one night! Stay on campus for the best night time entertainment around. Visit
www.lateknights.getinvolveducf.com

Multicultural Student Center ( M S C ) - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - This is an exciting year for the New Multicultural Student Center and we would like you to be apart of it. This year the MSC will
be celebrating its 5th Anniversary and we have seven brand new cultural coundls to help you get involved in the UCF
community. Through programming and outreach, the MSC encourages Knights to educate, unite, socialize, and share
information affecting our cultures and lives. This is not only an opportunity for you to iearn and grow as an individual. but the
MSC affords you the opportunity to educate others on culturalism, diversity, and inclusion ... all while you are having fun.
Visitwww.msc.getinvolveducf.com

OSI Design G r o u p - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - The OSI Design Group serves the purpose ·of providing advertising, promotions and graphics for ASF funded agencies within the
Office of Student Involvement (CAB, Fraternity & Sorority Life, Homecoming, KoRT, Knightcast, Late Knights, MSC, and VU~F). The
Webmaster maintains the OSI Agencies' websites. They produce banners, posters, flyers, brochures, t-shirts, logos, etc. They also
produce the OSI monthly calendar and weekly ads.

Student Government Association (SGA)

•

.

'~/

The Student Government Associdtion (SGA) represents the student voice around campus and within the community and stat~
through its three branches: executive, legislative, and judicial. SGA allocates over thirteen million dollars from the Activity and
Service Fee and serves students' needs through services, agencies and projects. Some of the services provided include the Safe
Ride Program, computer labs, student scholarships, free scantrons, UCF Ticket Center, and a wide range of events such as
Universal Knights!

Volunteer UCF (VUCF)
Volunteer UCF (VUCF) is dedicated to promoting community service and education on various social issues to the University of
Central Florida campus, through a variety of programs, committees, and ongoing projects. Through volunteerism students gain
valuable knowledge and experience, have a great time, and meet new friends, all while benefitting the community. VUCF
addresses eight various social issues while sponsoring several key initiatives and programs. For more information about
Volunteer UCF please. visit our website www.vucf.getinvolveducf.com or just .stop by the Office of Student lnvolvemenl

II

This Weeks Events
GB I 8/20- 8/24 I
Knight-Thon

I lnterfraternal Council (IFC) presents The Forum on the Student Union Patio.
I 8/22 I lOam -2pm I Knight-Thon registration kick off. This is a great chance to get additional
lOam - 3pm

·.-, information about Knight-Thon and get free things. You will also have the opportunity to register for the event
that day. The kick off will be held in the fro0t of the Student Union.

GD I 8/22

I 12pm - 5pm I MSC presents the "CANDY LAND" Open House in the MSC Student Union Room

153. Opportunity to meet all the representatives of the MSC and get information on what the NEW MSC has
to offer. Please contact Ashley Sumbry (407) 823-0401 for more information.
'

I 7pm I SGA Senate Meeting in the Student Union Room 218.
Student Union / OSI I 8/24 I All Day I Student Union 10th Anniversary Party I Stop by the Student Union and

~I 8/23

help celebrate the 10th Anniversary of the UCF Student Union with discounts and giveaways!

I 8/24 I 9pm - 2am I Late Knights presents "Party Like A Rock Star" ih the Student Union.
GI!) I 8/25 I 11 am - 4pm I lnterfraternal Council {IFC) presents GREEK BAR-8-Q at the UCF Leisure Pool.
4.ilI!lil I 8/26 I 3pm - 6pm I VUCF presents an Eco-Action Water Way Clean Up and Hike at Snow Hill. Be
Late Knights

prepared to accept "I'm going to get wet, grimy, and love it." RSVP by Thursday at 12pm to guarantee a
canoe! Remember to wear sneakers, bring drinking water, and sun protection! Meet to carpool at VAB at
2:30pm.

• J)
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UCF closer to Alzheimer's cure

.

RICHARD BILBAO
Contributing Writer

A team of UCF scientists
made a discovery that may
bring them one step closer to a
cure for Alzheimer's disease.
UCF professor Kiminobu
Sugaya has been researching
the use of stem cells to recreate
neurons damaged by the disease and help replace them with
f'
fully functional ones. The new
neurons producred by the stem
cells could help form tissue
, damaged as a result of
Alzheimer's, a disease that now
plagues more than five million
Americans.
,,
Sugaya said that in his tests,
using aged rats with symptoms
similar to those of Alzheimer's
sufferers, the stem cells injected
did not produce the desired
result
'We found out that [the stein
cells] didn't grow into new
~ ones," Sugaya said
The stem cells were being
rejected because of a high
" amount of the amyloid precursor protein (APP), which produces a plaque that later leads to
"'

~

www.Centra/Floridafuture.com

the nerve damage associated
with Alzheimer's, he said
Plaques are the buildup
between nerves that, when
grouped with tangles - another abnormal structure caused
by Alzheimer's - lead to the
damaging and killing of the
nerves found in the brain,
according to the Alzheimer's
Association's Web site.
Sugaya said that in order for
the mice to accept the treatment, the APP found in each
mouse's brain had to be eliminated for the brain to have a
need for the new stem cells. In
the same way, the amount of
APP found in the brain of an
Alzheimer's patient must be
eliminated in order for the stem
cells to create working neurons.
He then contacted some colleagues a~ the National Institutes ofHealth to see ifthey had
anything that could rid the mice
of the excess APP.
The team received its
answer in the form of phenserine, a compound that was
shown to reduce levels of APP
in rats and cultured human
brain cells. It reduced the APP

in the mice by 50 percent, leaving
enough room for the stem cells
to begin recreating tis.sue, he said
Sugaya said the next step for
the team is to figure out a way to
use the patient's own stem cells
without having to resort to intensive surgery.
''Now that we know stem
cells create new tissue [in the
brain], we want to accelerate it,''
Sugaya said ''This way we won't
have to drill into the patient's
skull''
The tests have led to a new
compound made ofthe phenserine and another compound
called NBl-18, which Sugaya said
has caused a huge increase in
stem cell activity. He said that
brains injected with the new
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Depressed?

compound created stem cells
seven times faster than brains
injected solely with phenserine.
Sugaya said that when the
stem cells were injected into the
patient's brain alone, they didn't
work. But with the treatment
created by the team, the damaged brain might be able to
recreate
tissue
lost
by
Alzheimer's, as well as Parkinson's and other related diseases.
Now the team is waiting for
more funding, Sugaya said
''Right now we can only delay
the disease, and only 50 percent
ofthe patients may even respond
to the treatment," Sugaya said
"Now we can reconstruct the
brain, and maybe in the future
we can find a cure:'

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Laci:? of energy
Change in appetite or weight
Sleeping too much or too little
Feelings of emptiness or hopelessness
Loss of interest in your; favorite activities
Trouble concentrating or mabing decisions
Sadness throughout the day, nearly every day

If you are experiencing any of these symptoms, you might be
interested in a medical research study for adults who experience
symptoms of depression. If you qualify, all study-related care will
be provided, at no cost, and you will be compensated, up to $400

for time and travel. There is no over night stay, and health
insurance is not required. Call today for more information.

Lender ad taken off
UCF Athletics' site

details of the deal at first and
" later revealed them to Dowling
administrators, who immediately terminated the agreement
No students entered into loans
-.. with UFS, nor did the college
receive anything from UFS,
according to Dowling officials.
Nevertheless, Cuomo con" tinued his investigation into the
student loan provider, as well as
those schools either directly or
indirectly dealing with it
";
UCF Legal Services is compiling the information requested by the Attorney General's
..-i Office. As the university lies
outside of New York's jurisdiction, UCF is handling the situation as a public records request
~ It is not yet known when the
information will be ready to be
sent to Cuomo.
UCF, through its multimedia
' rights holder, ISP Sports, was
sponsored by UFS. An ad for
the company was on the UCF
l Athletics Web site but was
removed after Cuomds investigation began
''UFS voluntarily agreed to
,. suspend their sponsorship programs with all ISP schools until
the matter is resolved," said
John Justus, a spokesman for
~ > ISP.
ISP represents more than 40
other colleges, selling advertisev· ments and sponsorships for the
schools' athletics programs, as
well as managing many athletic
events. UFS formerly spon" sored 17 ISP schools.
According to Justtis, ISP
believes that UFS acted responsibly in its advertising to college

students and with the athletic
departments.
"We have received assurances from [UFS] that this was a
legal marketing campaign," Justus said
A statement by UFS, reported in a USA Today article on
Aug. 1, said, '"The relationships
between our company and athletic departments ofvarious colleges and universities are part of
our generalized marketing
efforts, the same as advertising
at any sporting event, and do
not involve the financial aid
departments of the schools,
involved."
Joe Hornstein, assistant athletic director for Communications in the UCF Athletics
Department, said that UCF Athletics does not promote lenders
to students.
.
'We don't do student loans,''
Hornstein said '"That's not our
busines.5.''
' Nor is UFS listed as a ''preferred lender" on the UCF
Financial Services Web site.
Hornstein said UFS was
"just a sponsor" obtained
through ISP and that no illegru
relationship existed between
the lender and UCF Athletics.
Also, Hornstein echoed ISP's
trust in the legality of the UFS
advertisement
'We are confident that there
has been no transgression with
ISP in their deals with any of
their partners;• Hornstein said
Cuomo's other similiar
investigations have led to settlem ents with at least 12 schools
and six lenders, resulting in
nearly $19 million won from
both parties.

TRADE EVEN IF YOU DO NOT BUY FROM US

ADD SOME LEADERSHIP & EXCITEMENT TO YOUR SCHEDULE. Register for a Military Science Class.
For more information, contact CPT Berlew, UCF Army ROTC, 407-823-5383 or visit www.army.ucf.edu today!
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Category 5 Dean lashes into Jamaica
Prime minister makes last minute
plea Sunday for residents to evacuate
HOWARD CAMPBELL
Associated Press

KINGSTON, Jamaica
The prime minister made a
last-minute plea for Jamaicans
to abandon their homes Sunday as Hurricane Dean began
lashing the island with heavy
winds and torrential rains on
its destructive and deadly
march across the Caribbean.
Many residents ignored the
call, however, while tourists
holed up in resorts with hurricane-proof walls.
Coastal Texas and Mexico
also began evacuations to
avoid the storm's wrath, with
many Texans hoping to avoid
the disastrous last-minute
exodus before Hurricane Rita
in2005.
Jamaica set up more than
1,000 shelters nationwide in
converted schools, churches
and the indoor national sports
arena, and authorities urged
people to take cover from a
Category 4 storm that could
rake the country with winds
ofl45 mph and dump up to 20
inches of rain.
But only 47 shelters were
occupied as the outer bands of
the storm began hitting the
island early Sunday, said Cecil
Bailey ofthe Office of Disaster
Preparedness and Emergency
Management.
"For the last time, I'm asking you to leave or you will be
in danger," Prime Minister
Portia Simpson Miller said as
the storm loomed offshore.
Forecasters said Jamaica,
home to 2.7 million people,
would take a near-direct hit
from Dean, with the eye passing just to the south.
George Lee, mayor of the
Portmore commuriity in St.
Catherine Parish just outside
of Kingston, said his appeals
for people to evacuate their
homes went unheeded.

Residents in Port Royal, a
community east of the capital
of Kingston, also refused to
budge.
"Too much crime in
Kingston. I'm not leaving my
home," resident Paul Lyn said.
Assistant Commissioner of
Police Linval Bailey said
police units were dispatched
to commercial districts in
danger of being looted and
curfews were imposed until
Monday evening. Authorities
also began cutting power on
the island near midday to prevent damage to the electrical
infrastructure.
'
Many tourists who didn't
get flights out of the country
evacuated oceanside hotels
and took shelter at places like
Sandals Whitehouse, a resort
that has buildings capable of
withstanding a Category 4
hurricane.
"I feel very safe," said Virginia Warren, a tourist from
Manchester, N.H., who moved
to the resort from the western
city of Montego Bay. "It could
not be better.... The food is
fantastic. The hurricane is
going to come and go but we
will still be here."
Earlier in the day, fishermen hauled their skiffs inland
and giant cruise ships
changed their courses to
avoid the storm. A local radio
station reported that 17 fisherman were stranded on the
Middle Keys, small low-lying
islands about 90 miles south
of Jamaica. The Jamaica
Defense Force advised them
to break the padlocks off a
building owned by the military to seek safety or climb
onto the roof, Nationwide
News Network reported.
Dean caused widespread
damage to small eastern
Caribbean islands as a Category 2 storm on Friday, before
buffeting the Dominican

Republic and Haiti with
winds and rain on Saturday.
The storm already has caused
at least eight deaths in the
Caribbean.
On ~aturday, lighted signs
along the highways usually
reserved for Amber Alerts
flashed an ominous message:
"HURRICANE FORMING
NEAR GULF. KEEP YOUR
GAS TANKS FULL."

Playing it safe, NASA
shortened the last spacewalk
for astronauts aboard the
shuttle
Endeavour
and
ordered the spacecraft to
return to Earth on Tuesday, a day early - fearing the
storm might threaten the
Houston home of Mission
Control.
In the low-lying Caymans,
the government ordered a
mandatory evacuation by
noon . Sunday of Little Cayman, the smallest of the territory's three islands. Most
tourists had flown out on
flights Saturday afternoon,
jamming the British territory's
international airport.
Tourists also streamed out
of resorts on Mexico's
Yucatan
peninsula
and
formed long lines at the airport to try to fly home. Twelve
empty planes had arrived
Sunday to move travelers out,
said airport spokesman
Eduardo Rivadeneira
The Quintana Roo state
government has set up 530
storm shelters in schools and
other public buildings, with
an estimated capacity to hold
73,000 people. Hundreds of
people have already been
ordered to evacuate from lowlying areas along the coast.
Although Dean was only
expected to sweep across
Cuba's eastern tip, thousands
of people living in low-lying
areas of the region were
ordered to temporarily seek
safer lodging on higher
ground - either with friends
or family or in government
shelters.

salon clip-in hair from
jessica simpson and ken paves

The hurricane created
massive waves and surges
high as 20 feet as it passed the
Dominican Republic on Saturday, flooding roads and
drowning a boy. Strong winds
blew down trees in southern
towns near the Haitian border but the country was largely spared Dean's wrath.
In Haiti, which shares the
island of Hispaniola with the
Dominican Republic, at least
two people were killed and
about 150 homes were
destroyed, emergency officials said. In the city of Les
Cayes, people fought over
Red Cross food supplies.
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ffmon
12263 University Blvd
on the corner ofUniversity
andA/afaya, behind McDonalds
Come in today and see the NEW
collection of Clip-In Extensions.
Available in 100% Human Hair
and Vibralite'' modacrylic fiber.

407~658-2121
Ksnekalo.n 111d ViMlllt
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doordyesalon@aol.com
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Get a Wells Fargo student loan
Federal funding not enough? Wells Fargo offers flexible, affordable private
student loans 1 designed for:
•
•
•
•

Undergraduate and graduate studies
Career/professional certification
Law and MBA programs
Health professions programs

With these private student loans, you'll enjoy:
• No origination, disbursement or repayment fees
• No payments while in school2
• Interest rate reductions when you pay responsibly

Seize your someday.sM Call 1-888-512-2647 or visit www.wellsfargo.com/special
(keyword: college 2007) to find out more today.
1 All loans subject to qualification.
2 In-school periods vary based on loan program.
ANDRES LEIGHTON I ASSOCIATED PRESS

High waves crash into the beach Sunday along the road from the airport to Kingston, Jamaica. At press time, no deaths were reported.

© 2007 Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. All rights reserved.
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Special!

1/2 OFF
FOUR BEDROOMS, FOUR BATHROOMS, FOUR LEASES!
.
CONVENIENTLY LOCATED BY UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA.
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Sheet Sets
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Co"1forters
pi.,.-rware
CookWare
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&ath towels
1'hrows
fedrests
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Rainbow Sandals

r~-----------------,

OL . Entire Purchase
70 Coupon expires 9/30/01

1
I

I
I

'

••'

(407) 382-0190

Fashion Sq Mall
(407) 893-6440

PREVIOUS PURCHASES OR TOWARDS PURCHASE OF GIFT CARDS.

CANNOT BE COMBINED WITll ANY OTHER COUPON OR DISCOUNT.
LIMITED TO STOCK ON HAltD. REPRODUCTIONS NOT ACCEPTED. VOID

To redeem online, enter code: BTC1

WHERE PROHIBITED.

surfinlandocean.com
*Ask associate for more details

Check out our dorm room essentials checklist on-line
to help you get your dorm room ready!

Welcome
Graduate ·s tudents
Welcome to graduate study at UCF. You have sele~ted a top-notch research university
where opportunities abound. Quality academic programs, faculty, student assoclations,
and services provide you the best experience possible.
If you need information on resources to help you
accomplish critical tasks as a new student, please
visit our website at www.graduate.ucf.edu or stop
by .our office in Millican Hall, Room 230.

,•

,

I
I
I

CASH!ER:Use<ouponCodeBTC1..I

Visit www.Annaslinens.com
to find the store nearest you or to shop on-line.

Check out our locations near you:

I Waterford Lakes I

ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER PER DAY. COUPON MUST BE
SURRENDERED ATTIME OF PURCHASE.COUPON NOT VALID TOWARDS

L------------------

Featuring the best surf and skate
brands from around the world.
Winter Park Village
(407) 644-0800

0 FF

1
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TUESDAYS &
THURSDAYS

•

AND RADIOSHACI< CAN HELP YOU DO IT.

10% DISCOUNT

THE HOME OF THE ALL YOU CAN DRINK

SED BY POWER 95.3 S
1

WITH STUDENT ID*

\

TONVC

on a qualifying purchase.

Tuesdai DJ KJ, Thursday Seo

SAVE 10o/o On Any GoPhone when
you buy a $25 Airtime Card and
Present Your Student 102
C139 GoPhone
from MOTOROLA®

A117 GoPhone
from SAMSUNG®

s1999

s4999

Before discount.

Before discount.

17-088 While supplies last

17-2543

. INCLUDING STOLi;( APTAIN MORGAN, .
LONG ISLAND ICETEA,JOHNNYWALKER,TANGUERAY
ALIZE,MALIBO, BACARDI, ABSOLUTE,THREE OLIVES,
DEWARS, CORONA, HEINEKEN, BUD, BUD LIGHT, AND MORE!

•
4

•

•

Unlimited Talk to All of AT&T's Wireless CustomersOver 62 Million-on a Select Plan1•

WE'RE NEAR YOUR CAMPUS WITH THE GEAR YOU NEED.
Orlando Fashion Square
3477 East Colonial Drive, Suite B
Orlando, FL 32803

Skyview Plaza
7905 South Orange Blossom Trail
Orlando, FL 32809

TABU NIGHT CLUB DOWNTOWN ORLANDO

•

407·848·8383
WWW.TABUNIGHTCLUB.COM

*Offer go;d 8/1J-9/3ot07 at the above location (s). Valid with presentation of student ID at time of sale In-store merchandise
only. Excludes wireless phones, iPods, computers, gift cards, service plans, replacement plans, clearance or discount offers.
1Mobile to Mobile Minutes may be used when directly d1al111g or receiving ca lls from any other AT&T phone number from
within your calling area. 2Qffer good 8/ 13-9/ 30/ 07.
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FORMER ALL-STAR SUSPENDED
AFTER ATIACKING WITH BAT
BRIDGEPORT, Conn. - Fonner major
league All-Star Jose Offennan was
suspended indefinitely, aday after he
went wild in the minors and hitthe
opposing pitcher and catcher with his
bat. Offennan was charged with two
counts ofsecond-degree assaultthe catcher sustained a concussion and
the pitcher had a broken finger.
Offennan posted $10,000 bond and
was due in Bridgeport Superior Court
on Aug. 23. Offerman last played in the
majors with the New York Mets in 2005.
He had hita home run in his first at-bat
for the Long Island Ducks. His next time
up, he was hit by a pitch from
Bridgeport Bluefish starter Matt Beech
and charged the mound with his bat

FOOTBALL

BEN EDELSTEIN I CEWRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Sophomore Cam Jordan is one of UCF's top returning players: He was~ wConference USA All-Freshman Team last year after he scored one goal and two assists.

)

VICf<'S CO-DEFENDANTS PLEAD
. GUILTY IN DOGFIGHTING CASE
RICHMOND,Va.-TwoofMichaelVick'
alleged cohorts in a grisly dogfighting
case pleaded guilty,and one said the
Atlanta Falcons quarterback joined
them in drowning and hanging dogs
that underperfonned. Quan is Phillips of
Atlanta and Purnell Peace ofVirginia
Beach entered plea agreements and
agreed to testify against Vick.The third
member of the federal indictment,Tony
Taylor, readied a similar deal last
month.As part of his plea agreement,
Phillips signed a statement that said
Vick joined in executing at least eight
dogsthatdidn'ttestwell in fights.
•)

UCF drops game
against Saint Leo

BASKETBALL
EX-NBA REF PLEADS GUILTY TO
FELONY GAMBLING CHARGES
l
1.

NEW YORK - Fonner NBA referee Tim
Donaghy pleaded guilty to felony
charges for taking cash payoffs from
gamblers and betting on games he
officiated in a scandal that rocked the
league and raised questions about the
integrity ofthe sport. Donaghy faces a
maximum of25 years in prison when
he is sentenced for conspiracy to
engage in wire fraud and transmitting
wagering infonnation through
interstate commerce. He was released
on $250,000 bond.

SOCCER ·

·

BECKHAM WOWS IN FIRST MLS
START, GALAXY FAll TO N.Y.

6

ZACHPARDES

The Knights went

Contributing Writer

0-6 on the road last
year, with the two

- ASSOCIATED PRESS

,

UCFwent
undefeated at
home against
Conference USA
opponents, going
2-0-2 on the year.

After a week of vigorous preseason trainworst losses coming
ing, the UCF Men's Soccer team dropped its
at Tulsa and at
first exhibition game to St. Leo by a score of
2-0 Olli Saturday night.
Wake Forest.
After a scoreless 67 minutes, UCF sophomore Akin Akinrinade cleared a shot away keeper Sean Johnson said ·~the game profrom the Knights' net, but Lions' senior gressed, though, we were a bit tentative."
Mikael Angesjo intercepted the pass and
With senior Brian Pope sidelined with an
scored to put St. Leo on the board
injury, Johnson is one of three freshman
Just 11 minutes later, Angesjo struck again. goalkeepers competing for a starting posiputtmg the Lions up 2-0 and clinching the tion.
victory.
A member of the Under".'17 Jamaican
The Knights certainly had their opportu- National Team pool, Johnson posted a 0.00
nities. After two scoring chances in the 60th goals-against-average during his freshman
minute of play, the Knights may have had season at Brookwood High School in Sneltheir best opening when freshman Dustin lville, Ga
McCarty fired a shot into the chest of Joey
Many of the Knights are freshmen and
Gandolfo with just under a minute remain- sophomores. These younger athletes will be
ing.
looking to the team's veterans for leadership.
The exhibition allowed many of the
"We are a freshman and sophomore
Knights' younger players to obtain valuable team," first-year head coach Bryan Cunninggame-situation experience.
ham said. ''This year, we will only graduate
"In the first half, we kept our defense
PlEASE SEE COACH ON A2
compact and organized," freshman goal-

Senior outside
hitter Schanell
Neiderworderwill
be the veteran
leadership on a
young UCF squad.
The team features
11 women ·who
are either
freshmen or
sophomores.

Date

Opponent

Location

Time

7:30p,m.

Aug. 31 South Florida

Tampa

Sept. 9 Cincinatti

Albuquerque, N.M. 5:30 p.m.

Sept. 9 Loyola Marymount

Albuquerque, N.M. 2 p.m.

Sept. 12 Stetson

I

-----i-Orlando

Sept.21 College of Charleston

I Orlando

Sept23 Wofford
Sept.29 Saintlouis
Oct.3

Charlotte

Oct.6

SMU

I

St Louis, Mo.

2:30p.m,
8:30p.m.
7p.m.

! Orlando

Dallas

I

8p,m.

UCF hopes to rebound

lil'c;>rJ'..,,.,.~"~·~

....
111!11

Knights' squad filled with freshmen
RYAN BASS
Contributing Writer

EAST RUTHERFORD, NJ. - David
Beckham made his first Major League
Soccer start and set up a pair of goals by
Carlos Pavon in the first eight minutes,
butthe New York Red Bulls rallied for a
wild 5-4 win over the Los Angeles
Galaxy when Juan Pablo Angel s~ored
his second goal ofthe game in the 88th
minute.A crowd of 66,237, the largest
therefor a U.S.league game since the
Cosmos hosted Fort Lauderdale in June
21,1980.Jozy Altidore,a 17-year-old
player who could soon be called up to
the U.S. national team, scored a pair of
second-halfgoals forthe Red Bullsraising his season total to seven. Clint
Mathis had a goal in the first halffor
New York. With the Galaxy trailing 4-2,
Landon Donovan scored in the 71st
minute and Edson Buddlegotthetying
goal in the 82nd.
'I

0

UCFSOCCERSCHEDULE
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Forgive UCF Volleyball
head coach Meg Collado for
smiling a lot more these
days, but her new volleyball
team has given her a fresh
face.
·
With seven newcomers to
the 2007 squad, the Knights
are looking forward to a
fresh start for a program that
finished 5-24 in 2006, last in
Conference USA.
"[Our record last season]
is a part of a history that we
never want to revisit, but
what we can do is we can
learn from it," Collado said.
For freshmen Brittany
Turnbull, Blaire Brueggemeyer, Kerry Brown, Kristin
Fisher and Kelly Weaver, the
learning process began way

before preseason camp
opened on Aug. 4.
"[They] paid their own
way to come to Summer B,
and I think the returnees
noticed that there was a level
of commitment right off the
bat from these kids," said
Collado, who has 125 wins in
nine seasons at UCF.
'We are super excited for
the group and the chemistry
that has evolved in such a
short period of time."
One of those returnees is
senior
outside
hitter
Schanell Neiderworder, who
is one of two seniors returning to the Knights this sea-·
son. She has noticed how
well the girls have been
meshing in practice.
.
"This year has been
great," Neiderworder said.
"It's the first year that every-

COMING UP
The Knights' first matches will be
against Fordham and Georgia State
in Atlanta on Friday.
On Sept 21, UCF will host Houston for
what will be the Knights' first
Conference USA game. Last year, UCF
managed just one win against
conference opponents, going 1-15 on
the season, last in C-USA.

one has clicked right away
and it's been nice having
some new energy on the
court. It's going to be a really
great ye;µ-."
Neiderworder isn't the
only returning player who
has witnessed the impact of
the team's new parts.
"The freshmen fit in great
PLEASE SEE

J

KNIGHTS ON A2
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Bonds' greatness not·affected by steriod rumors ·
I guess the first thing I
should say is that I don't care
about steroids or performance-enhancing drugs in
baseball. I don't front the holier-than-thou belief of them
destroying the game. I like
watching baseball, and I like it
more when it is played well.
If Major League Baseball
wants to clean up itself, good
for it, but I am not going to
preach from my couch that
something needs to be done.
It really doesn't matter to me.
_ I don't feel vindicated
when some average player
(Neifi Perez, Juan Salas) gets
suspended for testing positive. I don't feel like I have
been betrayed when a ·f ormer
MVP admits to steroid use
and is pardoned by the commissioner (Jason Giambi).
To me, the only interesting
thing about its campaign
against steroids is how mis-

tion as he rounded the bases.
I am disappointed that
many will always use Bonds
as the face for the steroid era,
despite the fact that, aside
from one season, his jump in
power numbers really wasn't
that much.
For most of his career
before 2001, he was already
the the most awesome baseball player in the world
He had nine straight seasons with an on-base percentage of .400 or better and nine
seasons with an OPS of 1.000
or better. He struck out more
than 100 times in his career
only once: his rookie year.
Bonds was no slouch, and
he came from a stunning base- /
ball pedigree, so being able to
play at such a high level for a
long period of time isn't surprising, and the thought of
him extending his domination
into his mid-thirties really

PADRICK BREWER
Sports Editor

managed it is.
So it really shouldn't be a
surprise that when Barry
Bonds hit No. 756 on Aug. 7, I
was really excited It's not like
a home nin from him is really
news anymore, when you hit
760 of them, it tends to lose its
luster just a bit, but I found
myself in awe that Tuesday
night, probably because it was
the culmination of a great
journey.
After all that he has been
through, I hope that he felt at
least a tinge of public vindica-

isn't that outlandish.
the big, bad Bonds is replacing,
It is unfortunate that the for admitting to using amphetsteroid allegations have made amines.
him a pariah, because I think if
None of these things really
more people sat down and matter. The only thing that matlooked at what .he did from ters is that Barry Bonds has hit
2001-04, their brains might
explode.
This is a man who had an
average slugging percentage
of .805 for those four years. He
was walked 755 times in that
span.
This numbers aren't news.
The problem is that people
continue to discredit them
and the amazing man who
created them.
I don't fault Babe Ruth for
playing in an era where he
didn't face any black athletes.
It doesn't matter that, as Chris
Rock so eloquently put it,
"[Ruth] has 714 affirmative
action home runs."
I don't fault Henry Aaron,
the supposed golden boy that

more home runs than anyone
else in Major League Baseball
history. It's a fantastic accomplishment, one that I'm glad will
remain even while people try to
trivialize or demean it.

'

Coach makes defense a priority
FROM

Al

two players, so we'll be looking for leadership from players like James Georgeff, one of
our returning seniors, and
Ryan Roushandel."
Georgeff, who transferred
to UCF in 2005 after a season
at Clemson, tied for fourth on
the team in points last season.
Roushandel, a returning
junior and this year's team
captain, feels that it should be
every player's responsibility
to show the new players the
ropes.
"You need to be mature
when you come into a situation like this," Roushandel
said. "Everyone can help the
younger players gain experience."
The Knights finished 2006
strong under the direction of
then second-year head coach
Brent Erwin, going 4-2-2 in
the final month of the season.
Nearly half of UCF's 2006
opponents were ranked
among the top 20 teams in the
nation.
UCF began the 2006 season at the Wake Forest Invitational where it took on No. 16
host Demon Deacons and No.
5 North Carolina
The most notable game of
the season was a 2-2 double
overtime tie against the country's No. l team, SMU.
Overall, the Knights finished with a record of 6-9-2,
posting a 3-3-2 record in Conference USA Their performance earned them a No. 6
seed in the Conference USA
Championship where they
fell to No. 3 seed Tulsa in the
quarterfinal round
Among C-USA teams, the
Knights were ranked third in
points and goals, averaging
1.62 goals in their nine conference matches.
The 2006 season also
brought postseason All-Con-

ference USA honors to three
UCF players. Zak Boggs was
named to the conference's
secend team while Akinrinade and midfielder Cam Jordan were named to the CUSA All-Freshman Team.
.After Erwin resigned in
January, Cunningham took
over in the interim before
being named head coach on
Feb. 28. Cunninham had
served as the team's top assistant coach since May 2005.
Although UCF played a
hard-fought game, Cunningham feels there is plenty for
the team to work on.
"We've been focusing on
defense in preseason," Cunningham said. "It's imperative
for the boys to learn defensive
tactics. We can't give up many
goals this season."
Johnson also feels the team
needs to work on communication, keeping the tempo up
on the field and maintaining
the iiitensity for a longer period of time.
UCF will face five new
opponents
this
season,
including Cincinnati and Loyola Marymount at the New
Mexico Invitational. They
will also travel to Boston University and Saint Louis University, and play host to University of Charlotte on Oct. 3.
The Knights' very competitive schedule includes 10 regular-season away games.
"The one thing that we
need to be able to do is secure
wins on the road," Cunningham said 'We need to do that
in order to be successful."
With a long season ahead
BEN EDELSTEIN I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
of it, Cunningham wants his Junior Ryan Roushandel, one of seven upperclassmen returning for the Knights, will be a
leader of a young UCF team. He scored two goals and notched two assists last year.
team to focus on the present.
"It's like a staircase," Cun2007 regular season on Aug. 31
ningham said. 'Win, lose or conference championship."
The Knights will host Jack- at 7:30 p.m. versus South Floritie, we take the next step. We
continually move forward, sonville in their final exhibi- da in Tampa
goal by goal, game by game. If tion match on Friday at 7 p.m.
we do these things, we'll ulti- at the UCF Soccer Complex.
mately find ourselves in the The Knights will kick off their
'

I

Knights look for a fresh start
FROM

Al

with us," sophomore setter
Andrea Youngblood said.
"They are really competitive, and the team is just way
more selfless then they were
last season."
Collado has felt that there
was something special about
this group of freshmen, even
before the girls became
Knights.
"Through the recruiting
process, we re ally got to
know these kids, much more
so than any other group in
the past, bec ause we knew
that this group had to b e special coming in," Collado said.
The closene ss between
Collado and the players led
to a smooth transition into
the preseason.
"I never felt like it was
unfamiliar faces," Collado
said. "I always felt very at
ease with each one of these
kids and their families and I
think that m ad e the transition into the first day of
practice almost common,
which it shouldn't have
been, but it really was.
"It was so nice to finally
see them all together playing. It was a welcomed sight
on day one."
Ever since that first day,

the fresh faces have grown
close.
"You spend 24-7 with
each other, but everybody
gets along," Brueggemeyer
said. "We are having a really
good time in preseason just
seeing everybody progress,
and we are all pushing so
hard, and we are all helping
each other out and motivating each other."
Collado sees Brue ggemeyer as a leader of this
freshman class that seems to
come with high expectations.
"Blaire is a natural leader
... she just has a very solid
understanding of herself,"
Collado said. "She is confid ent, and she just displays
that all the time.
"Petrasic and Turnbull
have done an outstanding
job defensively, and Weaver
has made incredible progressions offensively,' so I
think our freshman class is
just filled with talent, and w e
are so excited about it."
Prese ason was extended
this season with the intent of
getting players more familiar
with each other. The experiment seemed to be successful.
'We have just had a really
long preseason, and every

time we just worked really
hard and improved and progressed really well in getting
to know each other ... we just
made a lot of progression
and now we are all really
bonded and close and w e
play really well together,"
Turnbull said.
The Knights, who were
expected to play their home
games at the brand-new
UCF Arena oh campus, will
be playing their home games
at various sites, including
the Education Gym, due to
construction.
"We are not making a big
deal about it," Collado said
about not playing in the UCF
Arena. "All we need is a net
and a ball. That's really what
our motto is this year. We
are choosing to just play
where we need to play and
moving venues is only an
inconvenience for our fans."
Like Collado, these newcomers, along with the
group from last season,
should be leaving a lot of
fans smiling this season.
"I am looking forward to
enjoying th e season and
being with a bunch of girls
who are committed to the
program," Collado said. "I
am looking forward to
coaching this group of girls."
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NOW HIRING: DRIVERS t~ Cfy.i)fCS

Beat the Heat!
tJt RJJV Sportsplex. Ice Den
Public Skating Daily
Group rates available for:
• Sororities
• Fraternities
·Clubs
Hockey Leagues, Drop-In Hockey, Skating Lessons

RDV

SPORTSPLEX

*

<

~

lcEDEN
,,

407-916-2550

rtlvsportsplex., com

RDV Sportsplex Ice Den is located at 8701 Maitland Summit Blvd.
Orlando, Florida 328 10 near 1-4 and Maitland Blvd.
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GNC: LiveWelf
NO XPLODE • $37 _99·
MUSCLE MILK • $26.99
407 .678.5441
10141 UNIVERSITY BLVD. ORLANDO FL. 32817
(NEXT TO PUBLIX, UNIVERSITY AND DEAN ROAD)
VAi 10 ATTHIS LOCATION ONl.Y • RESTRICTIONS ltPPI Y

"

NEWGAL.AXV
Hookas, Pyrex, Handpipes, Papers, Blunts, Salvia, Body Oeaners, Jewelry, Incense,
Can Safes, Shisha, Fine Tobaccos, Herbal Smoke

~

~!J~
Amazon Village Mall
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Quarterback Jeff Garcia, whom head coach Jon Gruden called a "playmaker," will be the Tampa Bay Buccaneers' starter when they open the season at Seattle on Sept. 9.

.\
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Garcia shines against Jaguars
FRED GOODALL
Associated Press
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JACKSONVILLE - Jeff
Garcia spun out of the grasp
of a big defensive lineman
and scrambled for a 6-yard
. gain.
Five plays later, he rolled
out of· the pocket, buying
time iintil he could find an
open receiver in the end
zone.
At 37, the Tampa Bay
quarterback is still capable of
beating opponents with his
legs, too.
It's that mobility and ability to sometimes make something out of nothing tpat
gives the Buccaneers hope
for improvement on offense
this season.
"I think I've always been
one to find ways to keep
plays alive,'' Garcia said after
completing all six of his passes for 43 yards and a touchdown during
Saturday
night's 31-19 preseason loss to
the Jacksonville Jaguars.
"I don't think I ever neeessarily give up on a .play,
'and I'm not just going to go
down when I feel the pressure," he said. "It's just one
of those things where you
don't necessarily make a living out of it, but you have to
make plays like that during a
·
game.''
The Bucs ran 55 plays
against the Jaguars, but the

two Garcia made during a 2006 when he replaced an
limited appearance illustrat- injured Donovan McNabb
. ed why coach Jon Groden is and went 5-1 as a starter to
confident the offemie will be help Philadelphia make the
better after ranking 29th in playoffs. When the Eagles
yards and 31st in scoring last didn't try to retain him, Garseason.
cia signed with the Bucs as a
Luke McCown's ability to free agent in March.
make plays on the run also is
After playing two series.
one of the reason he's risen and failing to lead the offense
to No. 2 on the depth chart to a first down during Tampa
behind Garcia
Bay's preseason opener, he
Against Jacksonville, the was quite a bit sharper
fourth-year pro led the Bucs against Jacksonville.
in rushing with 37 yards on
On his 19-yard touchdown
three carries, including a 27- throw to David Boston, he
yard scramble in the third rolled to his right to escape
quarter.
the pass rush and spotted the
"Our quarterbacks have receiver just before being
had more rushing yardage in chased out of bounds.
two games than in six years
"It's definitely satisfying
since I've been here,'' ·said any time you can do someGroden, who's had diffictilty thing like that.... I was getbuilding an offensive line ting ready to just throw the
capable of protecting tradi- ball out of bounds, and he all
tional pocket-style passers.
of a sudden struck back and
"Garcia gives our football gave me a chance to find an
team something we haven't opening,'' Garcia said.
had here, and that's playmak"It's not a throw that you
ing. He can make all kinds of want to make a living off of
plays - throwing, running, because it is a dangerous
audibling. I think he's a heck throw in that sort of situation
of a football player. Tonight - rolling right, throwing
was a real good example."
back across the body, across
Garcia was a three-time the field. But it was put in a
Pro Bowl selection while he place where I thought only
was with the San Francisco he could make a play.''
49ers from 1999-2003, howBoston, a one-time Pro
ever his performance leveled Bowler who is trying to
off during unproductive sea- make the Bucs roster after
sons in Cleveland (2004) and missing most of the last
Detroit (2005).
three seasons because of
He revived his career in injuries, lunged forward to

make the catch close to the
ground.
"Jeff is a guy who his whole
career, he's made plays,
scrambling outside the pocket, making things happen,"
Boston said. "This is a glimpse
of what he can do.''
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Services
Permit Regulations:
Apermit is required for all motor
vehicles parked on campus.
Permits MUST be ordered online,
and can be picked up at the South
Garage or mailed to your home.
Daily permits are available.

Vehicle assistance offered
by Parking Services:
• Jumpstart your car
·Call atow truck
• Inflate tires
·Give directions
.,

Parking Services Hours:
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m:
Friday: 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
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How to get your parking permit
Order your parking
permit online at
www.parking.ud.edu
(complete instructions
are online)

Pay for your permit
•Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and
have your permit mailed to you. ·
• Pay online and opt to pick up your permit.
• Pay with perso.nal check, cash, or Credit Card at
Parking Services Office.
••

Your permit must be ordered online!
www.parking.ucf.edu
For info call: (407) 823-5812
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The International Services Center invites the
UCF community, faculty, staff, and students to
attend our events.

All of the following will take place in the Barbara Ying
Center:

\

Cultural Awareness Series
\

Thursday, September 13, 3:30pm -5:00pm,
\ This series addresses the academic, cultural and
'psychological issues that international students might
f~~e in a new cultural ~d academic environment. The
ser{es is facilitated)>fthe UCF Counseling Center and /
focuses on a different topic each week. The topic fqr
Sept~er)S'; 2007 is:
. ·
Arneri n Culture: Values and Social Customs.
This wil ·nvolve a discussion of American value's as
a way of aining insight into the culture. In addition,
participant will learn about American cus~oms as well as
other custo s from around the globe. /

-~

/

Movie Nigti - Green StreetrHooligans

'

Friday, Septem r 14, 6:00p.m. 'J!:OO jJ.m.
Matt Buckner (Eli~h Wood) is k4cked out·of Harvard after '
authorities discove cocaine iefhis room. iQe drugs actu""ly
belong to his room -~e Jer/my Van Holden (Terence Jay) but
Buckner is afraid to s , ea~up because the Van Holdens' are ~
powerful family. He is \efen $10,000 for his trouble, arid uses
the money to travel to Br(tain where his sister (ClaireJorlani)
lives with her husband an'cl young son. UnbeknownS't to Buckner,
his sister's husband Steve\Marc Warren) is a former leader
of the Green Street Elite (GSE). a fictional football
hooligan firm that supports West Ham United F.C ..
Buckner develops a friendship with Steve's brother
Pete (Charlie Hunnam), who is the current leader,
and becomes engrossed in the world of football
hooliganism, going so far as to take up arms (literally)
to preserve the firm's honor, and to get a West Ham
United tattoo. A shocking and brutal finale caps this
movie.

')

\

Coffee Conversations

\

Wednesday, September 19, 3:00p.m. - 5:0G,p.m.
Informal conversations are held on current to~ics
and news from around the world to promote global
understanding and a sense of international community
on campus.
Coffee and snacks are provided.

UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA
INTERNATIONAL SERVICES CENTER

For more information contact ISC at (407) 823-2337 or visit www.intl.ucf.edu
.,.,

MYSTERY-

MEAT.

How our meat is raised, naturally, makes all the difference.
In fact, all of the meat we serve in Florida - beef, chicken and pork is free of antibiotics and added growth hormones,
fed a vegetarian diet and raised humanely.
We think that meat raised naturally is better.
Serving naturally raised meat is another step in our
ongoing Food With Integrity journey - · bringing you
the best ingredients from the best sources.

- SERVING ANTIBIOTIC- &HORMONE-FREE MEATS IN FLORIDAUNIVERSITY
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OUR STANCE

Burning imaginary

SO YOU CAN SEE, THE
STADIUM AND TOWERS ARE
ALL TOP NOTCH. UCF HAS
PROVIDED THE BEST FACILITIES
FOR YOUR ENTERTAINMENT
THAT MONEY CAN BUY!

bridges between faiths
C

YEAH, THAT'S
GREAT, BUT WHAT
HAS THE SCHOOL
DONE FOR
ACADEMICS THIS

•

NOW?

•

YEAR?

'

atholics and Jews have
quite a history together,
and most of it is ugly, but
history is exactly what it is: history.
The future, faith-based housing area to be located on McCulloch Road and Lockwood Boulevard is attempting to bridge a gap
between those ofJewish and
Catholic faith.
There is some respect and an
understanding of good intentions
for the attempt to make peace
between these two religions. The
problem is, this project implies
that there is a problem between
the religions. Who knew there
was a problem?
Rabbi Jonathan Siger. executive director of Central Florida
Hillel said that relations are not
bad, but both faiths are trying to
build a community to be part of
modem life and hold their traditional values.
The so-called gap that needs to
be bridged is more like a hairline
fracture.
No disrespecttoward either
religion, but why can't we just
move on?
In all honesty, welcome to the
real world, and not the MIV version, although this housing idea
sounds like an MIV Real World
spin-off. Jewish and Catholic students are forced to live together,
sleep together and eat together!
Let's see what happens next!
All the issues that need to be
bridged happened long ago, and
most of our generation have not
made it an issue.
By putting up a religion-based
housing complex, they're creating
yet another barrier in a community that's attempting to introduce
diversity. The gap won't be
between Catholics and Jews but
between those two religions and
the dozens of other religions pres-

entatUCF.
There are Muslims, Christians,
Mormons, Hindus and so many
others. While Catholics may learn
to get along with Jews and vice
versa, will they learn to get along
with other groups? 'Siger thinks
so.
A community that is so compacted may restrict its residents
to only relate to each other while
eliminating communication
between themselves and other
students. This goes against the
idea of diversity.
The community has a housing
section and also includes a library,
cafeteria, entertainment area and
adjacent restaurants catering to
denominational needs. Siger does
have explanations for these facilities.
He explained that UCF has
one of the highest undergraduate
Jewish populations. Our campus
is home to about 5,000 students of
Jewish faith.
The current Hillel center has a
capacity of 120, so evidently there
is a need Siger also notes that he
would like to host not only members of Hillel, but also members of
our community. ·
Siger also points out that many
Orthodox Jews cannot come to
UCF because the school doesn't
accommodate their needs. Orthodox Jews eat kosher meals, and
some days they may not carry
anything on them, not even a set
of keys. By providing kosher dining and facilities within walking
distance, they may be better able
to attend UCF.
Siger is also adamant that the
center will not only be for Jews and
Catholics. Dinners and events, like
the Trialogue, will be held for the
entire community.
"Frankly, I think that having a
strong and vibrant and empowered Jewish community will help

the community as a whole," Siger
said, "the same way having a
strong Asian or African-American
community would"
Embracing diversity is an
important part of life. It's impossible to go through life in a sheltered bubble surrounded only by
the people that are just like yourself To do so would require a lot
more work than just accepting
that not everyone in the world is
the same.
Imagine never leaving that
comfort zone or having a little
uneasy culture shock on each
vacation or grocery store visit
The workforce involves dealing with all sorts of people, which
is why college encourages diversity.
UCF has an adeqiiate amount
of diversity in its population and
an even more impressive amount
in its student organizations. There
are nearly 30 organizations representing more than 15 ethnicities.
There are 29 organizations representing 9 religions.
The problem that this housing
poses is: What happens after they
move in? Many students already
spend a substantial amount of
time in their living areas. Will
these students keep to themselves
since all there needs are being
met within walking distance?
The need for a new Hillel center is understandable and giving
Orthodox Jews the opportunity to
study at UCF is great
All the reasons for the center
are admirable. but maybe that's
where this project should end
By putting up this kind of
housing we're segregating the
faiths from the rest of the campus
and blocking necessary communication between different
groups. UCF stands for diversity
and we should strive to maintain
that motto and live up to it

iPhone frenzy
doesn't contpute
A

ACADEMAWHAT

Denver man surgically
altered his thumbs to
make his iPhone easier

to use.
Thomas Martel, 28, underwent the surgical procedure
called ''whittling." This story has
spread like wildfire on the Internet, is being e-mailed to thousands and has shocked many.
The story has become a modem-day urban legend. Did it
happen or not? Is it possible for
someone to even do this? Well,
according to the newspaper that
broke the story, no.
The North Denver News ran
an editor's note on Aug. n ·
revealing that the story was just
a joke.
As it turns out, Martel doesn't
even exist. The same goes for Dr.
Ben Fox (a sly substitution for
"faux") Spars, the doctor who
"performed" the surgery.
What people didn't catch was
the satirical tone of the article.
Maybe many people fell for it
because of all the crazy things
being dc;me in the realm of surgery. After all, there are women
who alter their feet to fit into
their dream high-heels. Considering that, somebody altering
their thumbs for their iPhone
isn't so hard to believe.
The iPhone has been one of
this summer's greatest phenomenons, along with Harry Potter
and Transformers. But almost
two months after its release, the
mystery remains: What is so ·
enticing about the iPhone?
What does the iPhone do?
Who is it designed for? Why do
so many people want it?
Aside from what it does do,
there has been a lot of contro-

versy over what it doesn't do.
Many angry customers are
complaining about a hodgepodge of things. Some complain
about the phone's life capacity
while others complain about
screen brightness. Some are
even complaining about how difficult it is to manage with one
hand. There's not even instant
messaging available.
But the most striking thing
about the iPhone is its price. A
4-gigabyte phone is $499 and an
8-gigabyte is $599. Everyone
must also get a two-year contract with AT&T, and if anyone
decides to cancel, there's a $175
cancellation fee.
Anyon~ not traveling outside
the U.S. will find using the fun
features inexpensive because
they are included in all the plans,
which begin at $59.99 plus tax.
One man claims he received a
$3,000 phone bill because he
used his phone overseas. AT&T
does provide overseas coverage
to a pre-selected 29 countries.
While in those countries, cus- ·
tomers are allowed 20MB of
internet usage. The overage fee
is $0.005 per kilobyte. At that
rate, a lMB Web page would cost
$5.12.
If the Internet is used outside
of those countries, customers
must pay $0.0195 per kilobyte. A
lMB Web page would cost
almost $20.
A woman displayed her 300page phone bill, which included
all 30,000 of the text messages
she sent, by placing it on
YouTube.
Whatever happened to the
days when a phone just functioned as a phone? We used to

punch in numbers, a voice was
on the other end, conversation
occurred and a click of the
phone ended the interaction.
Now, conversations are continued through text messages.
Everyone has an identifiable
ringtone so you know, without
glancing at the screen, when to
press that reject button. No need
for crunching numbers when
you can speed dial or voice dial.
Bored? Download a game off the
Internet, or better yet, instant
message your friends.
Why do we need all these
options? Is it just a novelty?
When was the last time any of
the above features really made
that much of a difference in our
lives?
The use of these resources by
a person in the hectic world of
business is logical, but maybe
not for the average person.
Looking beyond necessity,
isn't carrying one deVice that
does everything for you a little
too dependent?
If you lose it, there goes your
life. Your music, phonebook,
schedule, and quite possibly
your identity could be stolen,
especially if you hit the
"Remember Me'.' feature on
some important Web sites.
It may be less risky to go ·
through the hassle of carrying
two or three different devices or
even notebooks just to have a
fallback.
Besides, what are the chances
of a thief wanting your agenda
book?
Apple should introduce the
recyclable iAgenda. No monthly
charges and up to 300 pages of
handwritten text.

The Future encourages comments from readers. In order to be considered for publication,
letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words; we may edit for length. Submit them online
at www.CentralFloridaFuture.com .or fax them to 407-447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4558.
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Cheers to STD testing,
jeers to Health Web site
they are seeing an increase in
STDs are an issue that can
affect anyone.
testing.
It seems they are doing what
However, unlike other epithey can to encourage students
demics, this is one that carries a
to get tested so I decided to conhuge stigma It falls under the
category of "sexual," and thereduct an experiment
As a UCF student, I put
fore, the personal aspect of the
myself at the center of the issue
issue overpowers the need to
at hand IfI was looking to get
make its effects known and to
tested for STDs, what would I
educate everyone on its dangers.
When I read in the Future's
JENNIFER LARINO do? Like any average college stuStaff Writer
dent would, I hopped onto my
August 13 issue that the nlimber
of students who voluntarily
computer.
received testing at UCF has raised signifi.I searched ''UCF+STD testing'' using
Google and the search yielded nothing
cantly, I was delighted.
helpful I didn't give up, though. I browsed
There is some question as to whether
the rise in cases of STDs is from an actual the UCF Health Services site and still
rise in infections or if it is because more
found little information.
My experiment revealed that I would
people have gotten tested, and therefore,
have to walk into the Health Center blindmore results have been reported.
I think the latter explanation hits the
ly. I would have to take the initiative to
walk into a clinic, pick up a pamphlet and
nail on the head If UCF can serve as a
possibly yield a hint of my personal probsample population for Central Florida.
then more people are getting tested for
lems to a receptionist in order to find out
about STD testing.
STDs.
The situation has "awkward" written
The rise in testing means that more
people are going to find that they carry a
all over it, and people avoid those kinds of
disease and statistics are going to surge.
situations at all costs.
· Just a quick search on the computer
There are always two sides to the
statistics.
yielded very little UCF-specific information regarding testing, and that shouldil't
The flip side of this issue is a much
more comforting thought: More people
be the case.
now know they have an STD.
Health Services should team .up with
Personal knowledge and awareness is
computer sciences students and format a
the most powerful tool in preventing fursection of their Web site to give students
ther infection and improving personal
the lowdown on what UCF has to offer
and social health.
concerning STD testing.
As the Future article reported, in a 2005
Considering that most of my peers,
STD surveillance report, the Centers for
including myself: turn to the Internet for
Disease Control estimated that 19 million
answers to almost any question, this
new infections occur each year. Almost
would be a major step in encouraging
half ofthese are among young people ages UCF students to get tested for STt>s.
15 to 24. This was two years ago.
When it comes to preventing the
The report admits that the data represpread of infection, we have to use every
sented is only a "small proportion of the
resource we have.
true national burden of STDs."
The fact that STD testing is seeing an
The numbers are daunting, but it
increase on our campus displays what is
seems as though there is a limited amount greatest about our generation. We are
of solutions to this problem. UCF Health
more open than any other generation
Services offers testing at the lowest possibefore us to explore our sexual health and
ble prices and even has free testing at cer- the things that can endanger it. We are
tain times during the year, but just now
beginning to realize we aren't invincible.
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CAMPUS

What do you think of ,
faith-based housing?

ERIC GREENE

REBECCA BOOHAKER

Sophomore, Education

First-year Graduate, Biomedical Sciences

"Why not? If that's your thing, do
it."

"Seeing how this is a public university, I'd say that's a bad idea."

ASTER BANANI
Senior, Film

"I guess it's a good thing. I personally wouldn't live there."

r

TYSON NALES

Sophomore, Hospitality ~anagement

Freshman, Undeclared

"I don't really know what to say
about that. I guess I'd be willing to
move in, though."

"I don't like the idea. I'm not antireligious or anything, Ijust don't
think people should be separated."

ASHLYN SINCLAIR
Freshman, Chemistry

"I don't agree with faith-based
housing because it's just another
way to segregate [oneself]. If people wantto express religion, go
out and spread it."
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VANS, the Flying V. HALF CAB, the VANS OFF THE WALL logo, the Waffle Sole design, the Checkelboard Design, and the Old $kQo!
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• Co.unt on y.our"· on-campus·bookstore for
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD

Online 24 hrs/day:
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds
By phone: 407-447-4555
By fax: 407-447-4556
In person: University Court, Suite 200
Univ. Blvd. & Rouse Rd. behind Chick-Fil-A

•

PAYMENT METHODS

SUBMISSION DEADLINES

Online:
9 a.m. day before publication

Phone, fax, in person:
5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. issue
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri. issue

VISA, MC, AMEX,
Discover, Cash, Check
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

407-447-4555 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds

RATES

CLASSIFICATIONS
Rate
100 Help Wanted: General
C
125 HelpW<1nted:Part-Time C
150 HelpWanted:Full-Tnne C

175
200
225
250
275
300

Biisiness Opportunities
For Rent: Homes
For Rent: Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: Homes

B
B
B

A
A
B

RateA
325
350
375
400

For Sale: Automotive
For Sale: General
ForSale: Pets
Services
500 Announcements
600 Traver
700 Worship

B
A
A
B
A
B

800 Miscellaneous

B

900 Wanted

B

B

First issue:
Each addl issue:

$6
$4

• Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line
• Offering asuccessful average return of over 85%
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs
• Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day

,

('

BARTENDERS WANTED.
$300 a day potential. No Experience
Necessary. Training Provided.
Age 18 +OK 800-965-6520 x 107.

Paid marketing internship available in
Longwood. Exp in PR/Adv a plus.
20·30hrs/week. Email resume to
jallen@onlinelabels.com

Counselor wanted for afterschool
program at KidTown,USA, Winter
Springs.Great facilities and kids. Would
suit Elementary Education Major. Call
407 696 0113.

PT after school nanny needed in
Sanford for 3 elem. kids.until 6:30pm
daily. Duties incl. pick-up from school,
feed, hw help. Must love kids! Pref. ed.
or nursing major. Respond to Tami at
basflorida@aol.com

CPA Firm needs PIT
Admin.Asst. Flex. hours&days.
$12/hr. Previous office exp. helpful.
Duties Incl. doc scanning, filing, report
prep. e-mail resume to
albert@mixnerco.com
Asst. to president. PT, flexible hrs.
Growing internet co. Computer
skills and understanding of Qbooks
or Illustrator helpful. 321-277-6605

Emerging Audiovisual & Creative
Media Company seeks talented Media
Productions Designer & Freelance
Production Team (Director, Camera,
Sound, Light, Video)
www.thinkcybis.com/join-us

_,.., '"1

Valet parking attendants needed.
$10-$13/hr. PT evenings, flex hrs.
Immediate openings.
Call 407-616-3296

Christian Preschool Teachers

IMMEDIATE PIT Position
Insurance Co. needs recruiter
20-25 hrs/wk, $8.00 hr
Please call 407-333-2607

for afternoons M-F (3:00-6:00 P.M.)
NEEDED FOR Union Park Christian
School, 10301 East Colonial Drive,
Orlando. If you love Children and the
Lord, call 407-282-0551

-r~·TNSURANCE OFFICE

needs part time

Let UPS .
Help Pay for
College!

"

Delivery Drivers/Sales Rep needed
Day and evening hours.
Call 407-339-2433
www.healthychefcreations.com

RECEPTIONISTI
ADMIN. ASSIST.
Flex hrs M-F. Prev.
Office Exp. needed.
Duties include;
answering telephone,
filing, word processing,
assisting other office
staff.

E-mail resume to
billie@jrncleaninsurance.com.

TEKSYSTEMS, A LEADING PROVIDER OF STRATEGIC
INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY AND COMMUNICATIONS
SERVICES, IS CURRENTLY SEEKING AN ENERGETIC,
CAREER ORIENTED INDIVIDUAL FOR AN OPPORTUNITY
AS AN IN-HOUSE RECRUITER FOR OUR LOCAL OFFICE.

Grape Juice Antioxidant Study

TEKSYSTEMS IS A DIVISION OF ALLEGIS GROUP, PROVIDING OUR CLIENTS WITH TECHNICAL PROFESSION·
ALS IN THE APPLICATIONS, INFRASTRUCTURE, AND
COMMUNICATIONS SERVICE AREAS. THE NATION'S
LARGEST IT STAFFING FIRM, WE HAVE OVER 100 FIELD
OFFICES LOCATED ACROSS THE UNITED STATES,
CANADA, AND EUROPE.

RIPPE LIFESTYLE INSTITUTE at Florida Hospital Celebration Health is conducting
a study for women comparing the effects of concord grape juice on body
antioxidant status.

OUR RECRUITERS WORK WITH OUR CLIENTS AND A
HIGH ENERGY TEAM OF TEKSYSTEMS SALES
MANAGERS, CUSTOMER SERVICE ASSOCIATES AND
OTHERS TO IDENTIFY, SCREEN, INTERVIEW, PRESENT
AND HIRE QUALIFIED CANDIDATES FOR CONTRACT AND
PERMANENT POSITIONS.

Exp. babysitter for 7 yr old girl & 5 yr
old"boy iri Alt. Spgs. Saturday nights
and flexible weekday afternoons.
Light housekeeping a plus.
Please email resume/hrs of avail. to
ronadesign@cfl.rr.com. References req.

HOUSEKEEPERS NEEDED
Worktime, area, days of choice, PT/FT
avail. $200-$400/wk. Phone & car req.
Abbey's 407-268-4421
Flyer distribution & pressure
washer people needed. Must
have transportation, cell & live in the
UCF area. Call 407-359-5901
M or F needed for babysitting and
driving preteen triplet boys and 5 yr old
to activites and run errands. In
Windermere area, lsleworth
community. Sun afternoons and
Monday mornings. 5-8 hours per week.
Send resume to 813-752-9875
UCF Campus Rep position avail. w/
Ad/Mktg co. Semester-long project.
Terrific exp. + great pay!
Call (914) 874-5372

Progressive ophthalmic
practice seeking PIT, FIT professional
for direct pt. care. Flex hrs. Must have
exc. commun, organiz, & computer
skills. Bilingual skills/ optical or pt care
experience is a plus. Training
available. Located near Fashion Sq.
Mall. Email resume to
kperry2000@prodigy.net or fax @
407.876.4236
Sales Help Needed
Answer phones, counter sales.computer skills, light paperwork Call
407-729-1952

·~~
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is now hiring energetic
team members at our
Downtown Disnef restaurants...

Fulton's Crab House,
Wolfgang Puck Cafe &
Portobello Yacht Club!

••

•HOSTS
•SERVERS

•SERVER ASSISTANTS

~

T-EK
systems·

•
''•
•
•

'

•LINE COOKS
• SUSHI CHEFS
•DISHWASHERS

WWW.TEKSYSTEMS.COM

To qualify you must be a healthy
female, normal weight, non-smoking,
and between 20 and 50 years of age.
You must be able to participate in
2 separate double-night stays.

For more information please call 407-303-4544
TELEPHONE CLAIMS REPRESENTATIVE
INSURANCE DEVELOPMENT PATH

,

I
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DONATE BLOOD FOR LOCAL
RESEARCH PROGRAM AND RECEIVE
$200 PER DONATION
VaxDesign Corporation, one of central Florida's leading biotechnology research
companies, is looking for volunteers to take part in an investigational study to aid in
the development of an artificial immune system to test vaccine formulations.
As a participant in this research study, you would be asked to donate white blood cells
on an apheresis machine once every 2 months. Each donation lasts approximately 3-4
hours. In appreciation for your time, you will receive COl1!_pensation of $200 per
donation.

§UDfflrt f (Hlf t@~ffl@ lot ~qt th§ f@#fwtttf;
• §fff Matta~,- lffl@tttSllifJ
' lffltHlfl8fi§tt f @filjtf§fqjf fHt.§lfi§Hip
• MatHMfH4 lfffMH§hifJ

For more information or to volunteer for this study, please visit

www.vaxdesign.com/donors
or contact us at 407-249-3651 I donors@vaxdesign.com.

• W@tt Aftpfi~fi@H§ IHt@ttt§hffj
HllttUU:t ~Ollte8§ IHt@ffl§tllp
This study has been reviewed by, and received ethics clearance through Chesapeake Research
Review, Inc., (CRRI), a Maryland corporation, Columbia Gateway Drive, Columbia, MD 21046.
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r:m;, FOR RENT:
~Homes

Tropical Smoothie Cafe is hiring FVPt
for 3 locations. Must have daytime
avail. Apply inside Blanchard Park
YMCA. 407-658-161 0
$5,000. PAID EGG DONORS. +
expenses. Non smokers, ages 19-29,
SAT >1100/ACT >24/ GPA 3.0
Contact: info@eggdonorcenter.com
Pff Doggy Daycare Position.
Must Love Dogs.
Vet/Kennel Exp. a plus!
Locations in Orlando and Sanford
***www.dogdayafternoon.net*.. email
resume to info@dogdayaft~rnoon.net

Servers, Cashiers and Hosts
Wanted PT/FT .No exp necessary.
Energetic people w/ positive
attitudes. Only 20 min from UCF.
Come In between 9 and 5. The
Briarpatch Restaurant
252 Park Ave N. Call 407-628-8651.

Part-Time Nanny - SW Orlando Area
10-Year Old Boy - Mon-Fri 3-7pm
Call 407 -876-4243

Activity associate needed for assisted
living community. Candidate must be
reliable and enjoy working with seniors.
Willing to schedule hours around
classes. Please contact Diane at (407)
913-1797
NANNY - Loving & energetic person to
care for 2yr old boy & 8mo old boy.
Home is clean, close to UCF. Hrs
needed 10:00AM to 4:30PM. Pay up
to $350/Week. References & reliable
transportation. Please call (407) 2526813 or (407) 673 9190

$10/hour or $20K a month. You
decide! Create wealth through Re<1I
Estate. 866-538-3516

Graphic Designer Assistant Maintain user-friendly client
websites. Must be available to
update sites a few hrs a day, MonFri. Send resume to
info@joanorlando.com

NO BULL!
The World's Healthiest Energy Drink Is
Creating Fortunes!!!
1-888-372-8912 (24/7)

ATTN AD/PR/MARKETING
MAJORS!
Fall Marketing Internship Available!
Flex hours (10-15/week}. Great
experience! Fast-paced work
environment. Must be energetic,
creative, hard-working!
UCF credit available.
Send resume w/ cover letter to
ryanm@KnightNewspapers.com.
Pff telephone sales/customer service
position. Must have excellent phone
and customer service skills and basic
computer knowledge. M W F
mornings. $7/hr. Contact Pam 407-9714339 or pam@daysol.com.

Kid's N ite Out,

NEED A JOB???

PT help needed for busy test prep
office. Excellent customer service,
phone skills, and attn. to details req. To
apply, fax cover letter and resume with
hourly pay req. to 407-273-7436 or
email to amy.faulkenberry@kaplan.com

Ad Production Artist
Wanted for Fall Semester

(entwil 1loriba ~ure

Receptionist at Real Estate Office,
Maitland area. Needed Sat and Sun 104pm. Pays $10/hr. 407-657-8600

• 15 to 20 hours per week • Mac Photoshop and
• Competitive hourly pay ·

Illustrator experience

Please. contact Ben: BenH@KnightNewspapers.com

NOW HIRING

Are you interested in an exciting career?

••••••••••

f

Are you a current college
Freshman or Sophomore?

;
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U.S. AIR FORCE

R•O~T·C

Do you know what you want
to do after graduation?

CROSS INTO THE BLUE

Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in Air
Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships.

Incentives· Up to $15,000 tuition per year
include. • $750 in textbooks reimbursement
· • Monthly stipend ($250-$400)

•Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers,
Nurses, and Foreign Language Majors.
For more information,
please call:
(407) 823-1247 or
visit airforce.ucf.edu

Marketing&
Design Intern
Creative, computer
literate Junior or
Senior age 18 or

older.
Must be reliable with a
positive cooperative
attitude. We offer a competitive wage and free
employee meals.

You speak a
·s econd language.
lt s called
1

technology.
Nothing gets you more excited than talking about the next big .
idea, and we have customers waiting to speak with you. Sounds
like a natural fit. You'll get to know our technology inside and out.
You'll have the newest equipment. And you 1 ll be the one everyone

Rooms for rent in 6 bedroom
home. Behind UCF. Internet/Cable,
utilities, W/D, dishwasher, community
pool, $525/month. 1 room avail.
immediately! M/F. Call 407-876-5697
or 407-408-0803

What's better than money? FREE
JEWELRY! Earn free jewelry as an
independent Representative selling
sterling silver jewelry. Along with trips
and free jewelry, you can also earn
30% commission on your sales. It's fun
and it pays! Call 321-689-4698 and
start your jewelry collection now.

For Rent
4/2 Bonneville Area near UCF. All or
part privacy fence price negotiable
Call 352-629-5072 or 352-362-1 056

GOLDENKNIGHTSNEEDJOBS.COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed In
Orlando. 100% FREE to join.
Cilek on Surveys.

3BD/2BA in Alafaya Woods, Avail
Now! W/D, large yard, 10 min. from
UCF, garage, cul-de-sac, Very Clean!
$1200/mo. 407-342-9493
Great 3/2, $1375/mo, spit fir pin. skylts,
frig, W/D, 2car garage, fence & consv
area. Mins to UCF. Fantastic opp.call
321-274-6999 or ljz1115@yahoo.com

2br./2 ba. Duplex near UCF. $850.00 I
mo. + util. & deposit. Includes:
garage, new carpeting & appls., w/d,
back yard. Avail. immed.
Walden Woods Dr. & Alafaya Tr.
(407) 365 - 2471

Classified Sales Rep
wanted for the
Central Florida Future.
Outbound sales exp. preferred
Make minimum $8+/hr. No Nights
or Weekends, 20-25hrs/week!
PLUS monthly bonusl
E-mail resume and availability to
trishai@KnightNewspapers.com

Now hiring professional caregivers#
who love children and need flexible hours.
Please call 401..828-0920 ext. 0
to schedule an interview.

FOR RENT 2/1.5 Town house in
Cambridge Circle (Atafaya Tri) Small
yard, $850/mo. Call Reeta
321-363-6345.

NOW HIRING
Lifeguards ,.
and.Servers
FT&PT

3 rooms avail. in Avalon Park
in a large 5/3. All appliances,
community pool, gym, and tennis.
$500/mo incl. util.
Call 407-968-3931or 407-737-0923

3 Bed/1 .5 Bath House for Rent. 5 min.
from UCF. Newly remodeled large
kitchen and bath. Ask about an option
to buy. $1200.

Waterford Lakes:
Large waterfront homes 3, 4 & 5
bedroom, $1,275 & up.
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hotmail.com

3x2villa E.Orlando,fenced,Pool, close
to UCF,VCC.Get$45k to buy a house.
4074546322 DHunter HIRealty

Single 'Family Homes
Lakefront: Extra nice and clean! Lots of
upgrades. 4/2/2 All appl., comm. pool
from $1390 Call 407-833-0063

Available NOWI 1/1 in 212 F College
student. Less 1/2 mile from UCF. Shortterm lease available. $500+1/2 Utl ALL NEGOTABLE Call 407-620-2630

Beautiful 5 bedroom house
located on a Culdasac. The gate in
· the backyard leads to a huge field
for outdoor activities. Washer and
Dryer room located inside of house.
New ltems:Roof Fence Screen Patio
Water Softener 407.733.4597 or
407.712.4035

TOWNHOUSE NEAR UCF
2 Master Bedrooms, 2.5 Bathrooms
1/2 mi. from UCF & Research Park
Close to Waterford Lakes Town
Center2 Parking Spaces, W/D
included. $850/Month 407-310-6583

38/28 Ventura Golt Comm.,
Great Condition, W/D, water, No pets.
Close to UCF and Valencia. $1100/mo.
Call 321 -297-6756

WWW. UCFCondos.COM
Condos And Homes For Rent &
Sale. Free 24/7 Website With Pies &
Info. Century 21. Rick Sletten
321-438-4568

Lovely 3/2 condo ($1150) or 212.5
townhome ($1250)in New Gated
Regent Park! All appliances. Rent
includes water, sewer, trash, basic
cable & internet servic~. Unit
nearest Pool & fitness center. Near
VCC, UCF & Waterford Lake. Pet
okl Call Marisol Garcia at 407-7212424 for more details.

BRAND NEW TOWNHOME! 212.5
beautiful townhome for rent. 2 story,
w/d, alarm, patio, gated comm w/
pool and gym. $1000/mo includes
water, cable, internet. Pets ok. Dean
& Curry Ford. 407-797-2779

Must be 18 or older
Hours vary and will
tailor to class schedules.
Only reliable people with
positive attitudes need apply.
We offer competitive salaries
and free meals.

"' '
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Mechanical, Electrical & Plumbing Engineering firm
seeks the following staff for its rapidly growing
Orlando location (Quadrangle near UCF). Excellent
opportunity for future full-time employment for
qualified candidates in engineering field.

ELECTRICAL/MECHANICAL/PLUMBING .
CAD DRAFTERS/DESIGNERS Part-time, experienced using AutoCad 2005
and working in a network environment.

Winderweedle, Haines,
Ward & Woodman, P.A.

Fax or email your resume to R Roberson
407-830-9836 • rroberson@klgllc.com

seeks a

·ii

.www.KLGLLC.com

FULL time PARALEGAL/
LEGAL SElRETARY
to work as part of the
corporate department
team. We prefer law firm
experience, minimum
typing speed 65 WPM,
excellent computer skills
including internet research
experience. We require
excellent grammar and
spelling skills and the ability to work with minimum
supervision. We offer an
competitive salary and
excellent benefits.

1;)

Please fax resume to

(407)645-3728.

Donate Plasma!
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough

else looks to when it comes to whafs next in wireless. Ifs good to
be the guru. AT&T is hiring for RetailI Sales Consultants - Home

Solutions Consultants.
If you enjoy:

')

• Staying up-~o-date and learning new technology
• Providing prompt and ~ourteous customer service to all customers
and serving as a single point of contact for their immediate and
ongoing needs
• Striving toward sales goals
• Regularly contacting customers via phone calls and written
communication
Then we may have the job for you. Apply online at

www.att.com/wirelessretailjobssouth or text JOBS to ATI (288).

The new

!S:::>i.
at&t
~

...._..
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_ ____ _________
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CA$H by donating plasma
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including
children, with serious illneses.

DCI Biologicals

Your world. Delivered.

1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando

321-235-9100

* $10 SpecialwNew and Return (not donated in the last 6 months)
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation.
\\>'W _dciplasma.com

AT&T is an Affirmative Action/equal Opportunity Employer and we're committed to hiring a d;verse and talented workforce.
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211.5 townhome new carpet and tile,
W/D. Across the street from UCF.
$750, security deposit $750
407-592-3801 Coldwell Banker
FOR RENT OR SALE 4/212 home
2227 Justin Ave. Orlando, 32826.
Close to UCF, great neighborhood
$2100/mo 904-733-5508/ 904-864-0712

•

•

Beautiful 3/2 custom duplex
2 miles from UCF. 1150 sq ft.
Appliances included. N/S.
$1200/mo +sec. dep. 407-359-5001
3/212 in Oviedo. 1800sq/ft. wood
floors, beautiful yard, quiet area. 6mi to
UCF, A rated schools, $1350/mo +first
& last sec.dep. Tom 407-739-1648

..

5BR/2.5BA Home in Avalon Park, lawn
care & cable included, comm. pool,
pets OK, 2 car garage,
$1695 rent and sec. dep.
407-329-1132

•

212 Duplex w/ 2 car garage, comm.
pool, new floors, $875/mo.
211 house, 1/2 acre lot $700/mo.
4/2 house, new floors, right behind
UCF, $975/mo. 407-568-0051
Townhome for Rent
Hawthorne Glen
1 mile from UCF
Close to Valencia and SCC
3/2.5 - $1,500
Call: 321-662-5273

28/28, lake view, gated,
2nd floor, small pets, $925/mo.
includes water, cable and W/D
call 321-297-6756

"

Brand New 3/2.5/1 townhouse 2 min
from UCF. Gated, granite countertops
$1600/mo Avail ASAP
Call 407-719-9168

•

BRAND NEW Townhome in The
Biltmore gated community. 3/2.5, 2 car
garage, utility room, pool, fitness center,
jogging paths. Close to UCF!
$1575/mo AVAIL JAN 1 2008
Call Karen 407-923-2779

..

...

..

•

..
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Wedgefield Executive Home
FOR RENT--4 BD/4 Bth/3 Car garage
$2,000/month + Sec. Deposit
Call FL Realty, 407-617-4687

COMMUNITY
ALL APPLIANCES INCLUDED;
CABLE; POOL; FITNESS CENTER;
1100 SQFT SPLIT FLRPLN; W/D; 5
MIN TO VALENCIA 10 MIN TO UCF.
$1035/MO. 407-488-7260.

Townhouse for Rent
For Sale $279,000 or rent $1300/mo or
Rent to Own. Spacious 3/2.5 end unit
with attached garage; gated comm. w/
pool. Min from the Greenway/417 off
Lee Vista Blvd. 407-349-5972
$995/mo 3/2
S.S. appl, ceramic tile. E., Orlando
407-898-7502 407-666-4488
Mid Fla Management
FREE RENT July & Aug.,Pegasus
Connection 4/4 apt, largest BR w/pvt
Ba. $520/mo call 813-389-0331

Great Condo Available to
Move TOMORROW!!! FIRST MONTH
FREEi!!
1BD 1BA Minutes from UCF and
Valencia. Quite neighborhood in
Waterford Landing. All appliances
Included. W/D, 2 pool, jacuzzi, &
fitness center. Near UCF, Shopping,
Restaurants $825/mo 2550 N.
Alafaya Trail Call 407-219-4016

Luxary Condo For Rent - 3br/2ba, 5
min from UCF, Hardwood floors,
Granite Countertops, New Appliances,
swimming pool & fitness center, Cable
& High Speed Internet. $1,350 (407451-5137)

University Estates: 4/2 Pool 2500 sq.
ft. $1950/ College Park 3/2 Pool
1500 sq.ft. $1600
Call 407-922-0376
Homes, condos, duplexes for rent. Go
to www.ORLrent.com to view available
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty
407-571 -3659

Must See! 2 Bedroom 2 Bath condo,
1000 sqft. $1 050/month includes
Washer Dryer, Water, and Pest
Control!

3BD/2BA/1 car garage semi furnished,
$1100/mo. and 2BD/2BA/1 car garage
fully furnished, $900/mo., Avail Now!
Both across from UCF. 407-625-0238

New nles and Appliances.Condo is on
the 2nd floor. Pool View. Close to UCF.

ROOMMATES

$450/mo free util/internet in 311 1O min
from UCF call 954 937 1223 email
koyapb@ix.netcom.com
1 F rim needed for large like new
house on beautiful lake in gated
community. Minutes from UCF and
Valencia, community pool, stainless
steel apps. and granite counters.
475/mo includes digital cable and
high speed internet. Call Cathryn at
407-435-4491
2 FEM. ROOMMATES NEEDED
BEAUTIFUL TOWNHOME LOCATED
AT AVALON PARK. $600 UTILITIES
INCLUDED.
NO PETS. CALL 407 455 0529
Avalon Park near Highway 50. Room
for rent w/ private bath in very upscale
pool home with theater. Use of the
home and utilities included. F only
$800/month 407-435-1753 MUST SEE!
Christian female needed to share 3/2
home in Waterford Lakes. E-mail me at
TLCDream02@aol.com or check out
myspace.com/waterfordlakeshome for
more information!
1 room for rent in 3/2 house. Easy
access to 408 and UCF, big backyard.looking for laid back person M/F.
$370/mo + util. Call 321-695-5526.
Female n/s wanted UCF-Tivoli area 3/2
home DSL W/D furn carpet $400/mo
sh ba w/temale utils incl. 407-971-6748

New single family house. 3/br w/ study
room, semi furnished, appl incl. 10-15
mins from UCF. $1500/mo. Please Call
Josie at 954-538-9744 or 954-670-3346

Oviedo Condo for Rent
1 mile away from UCF; 2bd/2ba; 1100
sq ft; All appliances included; Quiet
Neighborhood; Rent $995.00/month
plus security deposit
Call 407-310-8452

mo

UCF Area 2bd/2ba first floor. clean and
sharp. all appl incl. pool, volleyball, 1/2
mi to campus on Alafaya. $900/mo no
pets. Call 407-232-1706
LAKEFRONT - 211.5 Casselberry.ski
& fish,furnished,new appliances,
$1300/month (407)366.5247 or www.orlandolakefrontrental.com

Trendy 1 and 3bedroom condos
available for rent within 3 miles of UCF
... The Crest @ Waterford Lakes
could be your new home, so call
Janice today on 407 782 9431 or email
jvh0914@yahoo.com to schedule an
appointment.
2BR/2BA condo on University and
Semoran in Winter Park. Brand new
appl. 10 min to UCF. $850/mo. +sec.
Water incl. No Pets. Call 407-657-5451
Avalon Park Upstairs Studio. furnished
or not $550/Month includes, electric,
water.cable & internet. Lease of at least
9 months required. No Pets.
Call 407-375-4642
New town home for rent on corner of
McCulloch and Lockwood. 1/2 mile
from UCF. 3bd/2.5ba 1915 sq. ft. New
appliances. Call 321-689-2501
2550 North Alafaya Trail
1/1 Close to UCF. Great condition!
$760/mo incl. w/d and cable.
786-255-1866

FREE RENT! Resonable Deposit
2x1 Move in NOW pay rent Sept 1
$900 Call me NOW 407-489-5122 2
Mile.s from campus on Alafaya Tr.

WINTER PARK 2/2 LUXURY CONDO
POOL FRONT FIRST FLOOR
New appl, kitchen, cabinets and
countertops. Full size W/D, new tile in
kitchen and bath. N/S & No pets
$995/mo 407-628-2800

$725/MONTH
RENT TO OWN
BALDWIN PARK CONDO upgraded
212, lakeside pool, appliances,
Special Program - apply rent to
purchase with ZERO or LOW down.
Call 1-866-380-7301 enter# 2201
www.OrlandoFreeHomelnfo.com

$1125/mo 212 E. Orlando
Hardwood, granite, S.S appl,
backyard. 407-898-7502 407-666-2488
Mid Fla Management

2 BED/2 BATH GATED

FEMALE ROOMMATE
WANTED (mature, responsible)in 2/1
condo w/d large room, kitchen, 2
kitties, $450+1/2
elec/cable/roadrunner; pool/tennis,
436/red bug; call Maya 407-4438840; AVAIL NOW
NO CREDIT CHECK, NO
APPLICATION FEE, FIRST MONTH
FREEi! 2 bedroom 1.5 bath
remodeled town home. Brand new
berber carpet, tile, Frigidaire
appliances. Just off Alafaya 1 mile
south of the University. Hurry, this
unit won't last. Call Adam at 407339-1108 x106.
Student Apartment near UCF.Free
Rent August immediately. Female,
4Bed/2Bath, washer/Dryer, gym, utility
included $475m
Contact: Mishka 407 683 8310

New Avalon Park Town Home
N/S Roommate needed $495/mo + 1 /3
util. W/D, cable, pool , tennis and
clubhouse w/ fitness center. Gated
community Call 407-963-4061
1 room for rent in 3/2 home . F only.
N/S, No pets. Students OK.
$500/mo all util incl. 407-948-1915 or
407-671-0496
VERY CLEAN & NEAT Waterford
Lakes "FURNISHED" room available.
All Utilities included! $500.00 Short
term OK. Text or Call Carl
407.538.3394 or cbfw@psualum .com

F needed to share 5/3 with 2 other
UCF students. 5 min to UCF.
$550/mo most utilities and internet
Included.
Please Call 954-436-8924
Looking for a quiet, clean, NS roomate
in 4/3 home with pool. Available
immed. $500/mon (util. included).
Waterford Landings 5 min.from UCF
Room for rent with bathroom available
9/1/07 $ 475/month+ 1/2 utilities
Call (407) 247-6423
2 rooms avail July 31st in 3/2.5/2
house. Quiet, safe, Master avail for
$695/mo all util incl. Other bdrm
$595/mo. Pets OK, fenced yard, W/D .
407-739-7863
F roommate needed for 3/2.5
townhome in Enclave. $510/mo all util
incl. Available ASAP!
239-784-5666
Private room wl shared bath. Common
area provides a full kitchen,
sitting/entertainment area, fireside
lounge, formal dining and laundry
facilities,10 minutes to UCF & 20
minutes to Valencia CC East in the
Alafaya Trail (SR434) area. Bus line
within walking distance. TERMS: $650
month-to-month with a first and last
months deposit + 1/3 utilities. $75
background/credit check fee. (407)2574547
IDEAL FOR: Interns, Professors,
Students, or Professionals.
quiet, responsible, N/S roommate
needed for 3 bedrm condo next to ucf.
private bdrm share bath w/ M. 475 all
incld. call jeff 407-797-5001
ROOM FOR RENT IN HOME
$550/mo. ALL UTILITIES INCLD
Located off Dean Rd/University.
Mins from UCF. Nice quiet
neighborhood. Grad
student/professional looking for
male roommate.
Interested/questions
Contact Patrick
room.for.rent@hotmail.com
407-719-9580
Roommate Needed in a brand new 3/2.5 Avalon Lakes Townhouse. Gated
Community, Pool, wireless internet
$600/month everything included. Call
Mike 954-234-3953
ROOMMATE NEEDED- Avalon Park
Townhome 3/2.5 - W/D, cable, DVR,
pool, clubhouse, gated, nice area.
Seeking responsible student- no drugs
or parties. $625 includes all utilities- no
deposit required- 407-461-6024
Roommate Wanted
5 minutes from UCF, Gated
Community, Own Balcony, Large Room
$575/month + 1/3 electric
Avail. late August 321-698-6351
2006 Avalon Park Townhome 3/2.5
Quiet neighborhood with an up and
coming comm that has restaurants,
cafes, and recreational area. 15 min to
UCF, 5 min to numerous shopping
plaza. Seeking quiet and responsible
individual. Pref. clean, working prof.,
grads, or post grads. Neg rent incl. all
util. If interested, contact Percy at
407-595-9011
2 Furn rms $500/mo. incl util. No
lease. Non-refundable $100 sec. dep.
Call 407-668-0825 (cell)
407-380-4892 (work)
Landlord is 58 yrs. old

UNDERGRAD GUYS SEEK M/F 3RD
Furn. 3/2 TH Wtrfrd Lks Gated Comm.
Pool. 2.5 mi. to UCF $525 includes util.
Unf. Rm-4-Rent 561-427-3403 / 3405
Room for rent, M/F for 3/2 home
behind UCF. Must be responsible.
Backyard overlooks conservation.
$500/mo 407-803-1359
Room for rent in 3br/2ba house. 5 min
from UCF cable/internet incl. $550/mo
Upperclassmen only. Available
immediately. Call 954-649-4933

Call us today to
reserve your place!

1 rooms for rent In 4 Bedroom
House. live w/ 3 male students.Close to UCF Campus. $350/MO +
Utllltles. Contact Joel for more
Info. 800-940-5033. No Pets.
Room for rent in Oviedo, 32765
111 $650/month, $300 non refundable
dep. Rent due on the 1st. 2 boys ages
26 mo and 8 mo old. Must be friendly,
reliable, and dependable. F pref.
407-678-1350

WF.fi throughout

extreme game room

sand voHeybaH
half court basketball
re$Ort-style pool
state-of-the-art fitness facility

stand up tanning
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Fill in the grid so
that every row,
column and 3x3
box contains the
digits 1 through 9
with no repeats.
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Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com

CROSSWORD
ACROSS
Capital of Peru
Small fry
QB Diller
Saudi man
Actor Gross
Broncobusters'
show
17 Myrna in "The
Thin Man"
18 Going over and
over again
20 Twisted joint
22 Tender places
23 Nav. rank
24 Toot
26 Notices
28 Benchmark
32 Tight spot
36 Lawyer's record
38 Like some
waves
39 Kimono sash
40 Backs of necks
42 Mel the Giant
43 Edmonton skater
46 Paper tote
49 Cowboys' city
51 Get drunk
52 Looks after kids
54 Butter squares
55 Jackie's second
58 History class info
61 Long-tailed
parrot
64 Baking dishes
67 Ashcroft's
predecessor
68 "Saint Maybe"
novelist Anne
69 City on the Aker
River
70 Toward the
center of
71 Leaks slowly
72 Bombard
73 Elevator man?
1
5
9
14
15
16

DOWN
1 Actress Turner
2 Press
3 Luke Skywalker
of "Star Wars"
4 Sea otter's meal
5 Feather
stickum?
6 Cinnabar and
bauxite
7 Keyboard goof

I

© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Jne.

8 Prophets
9 Divide into equal
thirds
1O Decompose
11 Actress Falco
12 Light gas
13 Heavy weights
19 Shirts for
golfers?
21 Extremities
25 Madeline
of "Blazing
Saddles"
27 Hindu title
28 Endured
29 Fibula's
neighbor
30 Gatherin
31 Railroad station
33 Teenager
34 Inner courtyard
35 Singer John
37 Polo or Garr
41 Dance move
44 Golfer Ernie
45 Corporate
pirates
47 Froth

48 Province on
Lake Erie
Have top billing
Lower oneself
Play divisions
Madcap Martha
Spot of land

50
53
55
56
57

'

8/20/07

All rights reserved.

59
60
62
63
65

If all _ fails ...
Peddle
Opposed to
Courts
Calendar-watch
abbreviation
66 Drunkard

Solution and new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds

212 close to UCF. (Rouse and SR 50).
For sale with option to rent at $1050
per month .
954-806-0772 or 954-741-5337.
4429 KING EDWARD DR. ORLANDO
32826 BEST PRICED-UCF AREA!
Well maintained 3/2 on conservation,
screened porch, no rear neighbors and
new paint! Minutes to UCF, SCC,
Siemens, Research Park and close to
shopping! Community pool and tennis.
$235,000 John Campese REMAX
SELECT 407-310-8974

3/2.5 end unit townhome near UCF
and Seimens. Only $240,000
4/2.5 pool home w/ 3car garage.
Located in guard gated Heathrow.
Range priced $350,000-$380,000
6/4.5 w/ 3950sf! Backs to conservation.
Amazingly priced at only $379,900!!!

4/2.5 pool home, near UCF, Research,
SCC. Located in Oviedo Kingsbridge
West $375,000
Orlando townhome 212 New fridge,
stove and paint! WOW $137,500

Pegasus Landing-Male-Room
and own bath (In 414 Apt)
Furnished - Util. Included. Across
from UCF. Avail. 8/17/07 to 7131/08.
$525/month Move In fees and Aug
& Sept rent paid for. 561-266-5782
rustysurf08@aol.com

WWW. UCFCondos.COM

PEGASUS LANDING
· Your own bed/bath in a furn 4/4
$525/inc util. Female. Lease 8/18 to
5/6/08. Call (954) 829-2053
Pegasus Point- 2/2, private bath.
$560/mo. all utilities included. Available
immediately. Females Only!
Contact Kelma 787-951-6496

9 month sublease at La Aloma on 436
& Aloma. I will pay $685 deposit+
application fees if qualified large new
renovated 1/bd, Gary 407-677-6227

.dose to campus
modem black appliances

Condos And Homes For Sale &
Rent. Free 2417 Website With Pies &
Info. Century 21. Rick Sletten
321 -438-4568

212 Condo 5 min to UCF.
1st fir, Appl incl.W/D. Scrnd porch. Low
condo fees. Incl. water.basic cable etc.
$150,900 Realty USA Inc.
407-721-8874
Single Famlly Home $225,000
31:! 1750 sq ft, near UCF. Scrnd
porch, cul-de-sac. $0 down option
Free recorded message
407-965-0094 code 42954
Why Rent?
Own Your Own 212 condo w/ garage
close to UCF. 2nd floor luxury property,
alarm & phone included with HOA
clean, vacant & ready now!
Krowne Realty Dan @ 407-925-2727
Oviedo Townhouse- 2 master suites,
big kitchen, open floor plan, LR, DR ,
security system, garage, all
appliances, community pool, near UCF;
$199,900. Great condition. Prime
location. Excellent Investment. Doug
Corbin, Exit Realty, 407 699-1127.
HOMES FOR RENT OR SALE
3 & 4 bedroom homes with or without
pool. Call Century 21 Oviedo.
407-365-6403
Newer 3 bedroom, 2 bath, two car
garage, fenced yard. Move-in condition
only 2 miles from UCF. $237,900. Kim
Coburn, RE/MAX Town & Country. 407341 -1324 www.KimCoburn.com

large walk in closets
individual leases

Single Family Home $225,000 31212
5 min to UCF, scrn prch, year built
2002, move in ready, free rec. msg
407-965-0094 code 42964
2 bd., 2 ba., $191K, $7K under Dev.
Cost PLUS $5K for Clos. Costs,
1,046 sqft, 8137 Claire Ann Dr., #204,
Orlando, FL, (786) 512-1187,
demarey@bellsouth.net

For rent, 212 condo and 3/2 duplex.
$950 Mo. Less that 2 miles from UCF.
Appliances incl. LA Real Estate
407-679-2600

91 Olds wagon, $975, A/C, full tow
pkg, full power, leather seats; 81
Pontiac LeMans, $500, 6 cyl, 4 ctr;
George, Oviedo, 407·365-7222
Fine Cars Outlet
Speciallzlng in first time buyers and
credit issues. Great for students!
www.flnecarsoutlet.com
(407) 381-4444 or (407) 381-4220

3/2 on 1/4ac+, screened porch and
split bedrooms. Near Waterford Lakes.
Bargain priced $250,000!

Call Exit Real Estate Results/Kelly Sue
Stonebreaker
321-228-3974 today!

Room avail at Pegasus Pointe ir.i 4/2
$475/mo all util incl. 3 min to UCF.
Residence and decal fee already
paid. Call Jonathan at 305- 905-3440.

Villas at Lakeside Condo. Close to
UCF. Pool, tennis, theater, lake.
212 W/D, refrigerator, patio, 975 sq.ft,
1st floor, 321-303-4440 Julie Smith
Weichert Realtors, Hallmark
Properties.

Check out these new listings and
prices!!! Call today for appt!!

$485 - UHouse. 1/2 off August Rent.
No move in fees. All util incl. Fully
furnished . Call Tina at (716)465-4290

Short Term Lease
Close to UCF Collegiate Village Inn
Includes housekeeping, Internet,
meal plan, and cable. Single,
$781/mo Available now. Lease Term
Aug-Jan. Call Steve 727-687-3687

covered parking

9

Orlando condo 212 completely
remodeled! $150,000!!!

Brighthoq$e (able wJ'8 HBO ctiannels
ful1y equipped business center
multiple phone lines
overnight patrol serviee

designer leather furniture
wa$hers & dryers

6 7
9 1
5
2 4
7 8

Room For Rent
in a beautiful 3br/2ba house. 5 min
from UCF all util. cable and fast
internet incl. 550/mo. Available
immediately.
Call 954-649-4933
2 Rooms Available in 3BR/2BA Home.
Very clean house, fenced in back yard,
2 car garage, 1 mile from UCF off
University Blvd., Washer/Dryer, $550
per room includes utilities and cable.
407-756-9297

Our final count is in we have a few spaces left!
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COLLEGE HEIGHTS home, < 5 mi. to
UCF, 3/2, 1600 +sq.ft, laminate firs,
new carpeting & tile. Lrg fenced. yd w/
irr. system . Call Joyce at Watson
Realty Corp. 407-314-0609

Pool Table: 8' professional series
furniture style table, carved legs,
oversized 1" slate, leather pockets. All
BRAND NEW. Retail $4,000; Must sell
$1250. Set-up available. 407-831-1322

Christian Weekly Planner
is the best planner for organizing your
academic schedule. Order at
http://www.lulu.com/content/1085307
f•Jton $100
mini frig. $75
mini frig. $50
call 321-279-1826
Futon w/ 8" mat, BRAND NEW, can
deliver. $200 Call 407-831-1322
Beds: All brand new. Never-Flip PillowTop Mattress sets. Twins, $120, Full,
$140, Queen, $160, King, $230,
delivery available. 407-331-1941
Bed Set: $900, 6 pc solid wood, sleigh
bed group, never used.
407-831-1322
Brand New Condition!!! 2 Beautiful
Love Seats for sale $150 each.
Please call 407-970-2818

Aquarium Maintenance
Water changes, Water testing,
Gravel Vacuum, Equipment Check,
Water medications, Expert advice,
Fish feeding, Order cheaper fish
from the Miami area! $20 per visit!
Best deal around!
Contact at tankhelper@gmail.com
Need $$$ Fast
Good and Bad Credit Welcome
No advance fees
1-866-833-0006
FRENCH TUTORING
Exp. French born teacher. All levels.
Reasonable rates. Adults and children.
Home teaching and translations. 5
miles from UCF. Call, leave msg
407-482-2343.

Spring Break 2008
Sell trips, earn cash, go free . Group
discounts available. 'Best deals
guaranteed! Jamaica, Cancun,
Acapulco, Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida.
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com
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Brown, ionic
plated watches
for him and her.
Left to right:

FS4283. $125.
ESl 717.$65.
ES1816.$75.

Leather strap
watches for him.
Clockwise from top:
DZ7071. $100.
DZl 123.$100.
DZl 117.$120.

Leopard print and
crystal accent
watches for her.
Clockwise from top:
U10010L1. $100.
U10504L1. $10S.
Gl 3537L. $135.

Crystal accent
watches in black/
goldtone for him.
Left to right:
E20001 G. $200.
E95042G. $95.
E10516G. $105.

macys.com
This advertisement applies to Macy's stores in Florida. Diesel <Jnd Ecko both available at: The Falls, Dadeland, Downtown Miami, South Beach, Aventura, Westland, International
Mall West Dade, Pembroke Lakes Mall, Broward Mall, Coral Sq., Boca Town Center, The Mall at Wellington Green, Florida Mall, Westfield Countryside, University Sq. Mall, Edison
Mall and Coastland Center. Diesel also at Galleria and Westfield Brandon. Ecko also at: Pompano Citi Centre, Boynton Beach Mall, The Mall at Millenia, WestShore Plaza and
Westfield Sarasota. Prices and merchandise may differ on macys.com. Advertised items may not be available at your local Macy's, and selections may vary. To obtain a
manufacturer's warranty before purchasing, visit a store or write to: Macy's Customer Ser\iice, P.O. Box47l494, Miami, Fl 33247-1494.
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407-823-3213
407-UCF-GOLD
407-823-6471
407-823-5337
407-823-2626
407-823-6361
407-823-2811
407-823-3789
407-823-2824
407-823-4663
407-823-2337
407-823-6471
407-823-6471
407-823-2223
407-823-2716
407-823-0401
407-823-6505
407-823-6471
407-823-2373
407-823-5105
407-823-1823
407-823-5457
407-823-2408
407-823-3100
407-823-1815
407-903-8000
407-823-5130
407-823-2821
407-823-2371
407-823-2191
407-823-2701
407-882-0152
407-823-2137
407-823-0001
407-823-5130
407-823-5555
407-823-6471

Ermr@

www.ucfalhletics.com
Athletics
Athletic Ticket Office
www.cab.getinvolveducf.com
Campus Activities Board (CAB)
www.ucm.sdes.ct.edu
Campus Faiths &Ministries
Campus Lrre
www.campuslrre.sdes.uct.edu
www.crc.ucf.edu
Career Services &Experiential Leaming
www.counseling.sdes.uct.edu
Counseling Center
www.firstyear.sdes.ucf.edu
First Year Advising &Exploration (FYAE)
www.fls.getinvolveducf.com
Fraternity and Sorority Lrre
Housing &Residence Life
www.housing.uct.edu
www.intl.ucf.edu
International Services Center
www.kort.getinvolveducf.com
Knights of the RoundTable (KoRT)
www.lateknights.getinvolveducf.com
Late Knights
www.link.ucf.edu
LINK -First Year Experience Program
www.mass.sdes.ucf.edu
Multicultural Academic &Support Services (MASS)
www.msc.getinvolveduct.com
Multicultural Student Center (MSC)
www.housing.ucf.eduloffcampus
Off-Campus Student Services
www.getinvolveducf.com
Office of Student Involvement (OSI)
http://undergrad.ucf.edu
Office of Undergraduate Studies
orientation.sdes.ucf.edu
Orientation Services
www.ucf.edu/president
PresidenfsOffice
www.shs.ucf.edu/wellness-reach.htm
REACH Peer Education- SHS
www.rec.ucf.edu
Recreation &Wellness Center (RWC)
www.registrar.ucf.edu
Registrar's Office
www.ramp.ucf.edu
Research &Mentoring Program (RAMP)
www.hospitality.ucf.edu
Rosen College of Hosp~ality Management
www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu
Student Academic Resource Center (SARC)
Student Development &Enrollment Services
www.sdes.ucf.edu
www.sds.sdes.ucf.edu
Student Disability Services
www.sga.ucf.edu
Student Government Association (SGA)
www.shs.uct.edu
Student Health Services
slp.sdes.ucf.edu
Student Leadership Development
www.ssc.sdes.ucf.edu
Student Success Center
www.studentunion.ucf.edu
Student Union
www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu
Testing Center
www.police.ucf.edu
UCF Police Department
vucf.getinvolveducf.com
Volunteer UCF (VUCF)
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Ice Cream Social w/Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
Monday. August 20
7:30 - 10 p.m.
Location: SU Cape Florida 316AB
Contact: CentralFloridaXA@yahoo.com
www.CentralFloridaXA.com, 407-242-5019 Tiffany
Fraternity Recruitment Forum
August 20 - 24
10am-3pm
Event Description: Chapter infonnation tables
On the Student Union Patio
Contact: ifc.ucf.edu or email Andrew Evelyn at
IfcRecruitrnent@mail.ucf.edu
Student Success Center's Questions & Answer Tables
August 20-22
10:00 am - 2:00 pm
Event Description: Student Success Center Staff
available to assist students during the first week of
classes
In Front ofthe UCF Bookstore
Contact: Amy Buford, First Year Advising and
Exploration, 407-823-3789, www.ssc.sdes.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Student Success Center

Student Success Center Academic Advisors Available
NOW
August 20-22 24
8:00 am - 5:00 pm
Event Description: Academic Advisor from FYAE,
MASS, SARC, and the Sophomore and Second Year
Center will be available to assist students.
Location: Howard Phillips Hall (HPH) !st and 2nd
floors
Contact: 407-823-2137 www.ssc.sdes.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Student Success Center

VooDoo Lounge
August 21
8:00pm - lOpm
Event Description: "Hang out, eat up and swim under
the stars"
Location: R&W Leisure Pool
Contact: URSA at ursa@mail.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Housing and Residence Life by
URSA, the United Resident Student Association

Wesley Welcome Week 2007, Firs.t Wesley Service for
the Fall
August 21
7:30pm
Location: Epicenter @ UCUMC
Tuesday Night Fire Worship Kickoff w/Chi Alpha
Christian Fellowship
August 21
7:30 p.m.
Location: SU 305 (Campus Faith & Ministriei. Office)
CentralFloridaXA@yahoo.com,
www.CentralFloridaXA.com, 407-242-5019 Tiffany
Wesley Welcome Week 2007, Movie on the Free Speech
Lawn
August22
8:00pm
Location: Epicenter @ UCUMC
Sponsoring Organization: CFL Wesley Foundation

"Expanding Your Academic Experience Through
Undergraduate Research"
August 22nd, 2007, 4:00pm - 5:00pm OR August
23rd. 2007: 11:30am-12:30pm
Event Description: A workshop for students interested
in getting involved in research
Location: Student Union, Egmont Key Room 224
Contact: OUR@mail.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Office of Undergraduate Research

AV Welcome Bash
August22
4:00pm
Event Description: Come join us for food, music and
fun!
Location: Academic Village Courtyard
Contact: Katie Rutkowski, krutkows@mail.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Housing and Residence Life

Open House in the Multicultural Student Center
August 22
12:00pm - 5:00pm
Event Description: Come get to know the NEW MSC!
Location: Student Union Room 153, MSC
Contact: Ashley Sumbry, 407-823-0401
sumbryat@mail.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: The Multicultural Student Center

Welcome Back 2007
August 22
I O:OOam - 2:00pm
Location: Rosen Front Gates/Courtyard
Contact: rosencampuslife@mail.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Rosen College of Hospitality
Management, Campus Life

Knight-Thon registration kick-off
August 22
10:00am-2:00pm
Event Description: This is a great chance to get more
infonnation about this wonderful philanthropic event
by getting information from one of our many tables.
We will have live music, free giveaways, and much
more. Registration for the event will take place that
day as well.
Location: Student Union
Contact: vucf@mail.ucf.edu
www.vucf.getinvolveducf.com
Sponsoring Organization: Volunteer UCF

Wesley Welcome Week 2007, Moe's Night at the
Epicenter
August 23
6:00pm
Event Description: Free Burritos, DDR, X-Box, Pool
tables, and a Rock Climbing Wall!!!
Location: Epicenter@ UCUMC
Sponsoring Organization: CFL Wesley Foundation

Video Game Tournament & Pizza w/Chi Alpha
Christian Fellowship
Thursday. August 23
7-11 p.m.
SU Garden Key 221AB
Contact: Centra!FloridaXA@yahoo.com,
www.CentralFloridaXA.com, 407-242-5019 Tiffany
Meet UCF clubs and departments and Central Florida
Businesses
August 23. 2007
lO:OOam - 2:00pm
Enjoy free food, door prizes, music, connect to campus
resources, and have fun!
Location: Pegasus Ballroom
Contact: Jenna Roth, 407-823-3789
Women's Soccer vs. Northern Illinois
August23
5:30PM
Location: UCF Soccer Complex
Contact: www.UCFAthletics.com.
Sponsoring Organization: UCF Athletics

Welcome Expo
Thursday. August 23rd
10:00 am - 2:00 pm
Event Description: "50 Ways to Be a Knight" Meet
UCF clubs and organizations, enjoy free food, door
prizes, music, and connect to campus resources
Location: Pegasus Ballroom - Student Union
Contact: Stephen O'Connell, First Year Advising and
Exploration, 407-823-3789, www.ssc.sdes.ucf.edu
Jenna Roth, 407-823-3789
Sponsoring Organization: Student Success Center, FYAE, SGA

Feelin' Lucky?
August 23rd
6:00pm -9:00pm
Event Description: "Test your luck with capture the
flag and Texas Hold 'em"
Location: Lake Claire Community Center
Contact: URSA at ur sa@mail.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Housing and Residence Life by
URSA, the United Resident Student Association

Welcome Ceremony 2007
Sponsoring Organization: Rosen College of Hospitality
Management, Campus Life
Date: August 24
Time: 2:00pm
Location: Darden Auditorium
Contact: rosencampuslife@mail.ucf.edu
Student Union 10th Anniversary Party
August 24
12:00pm-2:00pm
Event Description: Come celebrate the l 0th Anniversary of your UCF Student Union with select food
vendors within SU offering 10% off. There will be fun
and prizes so be sure not to miss out!
Location: Student Union Atrium
Contact: Office of Student Involvement, 407-823-6471
Sponsoring Organization: Office of Student Involvement UCF
Student Union and SGA

Men's Soccer vs. Jacksonville
August 24
7:00 pm
Location: UCF Soccer Complex
Contact: www.UCFAthletics.com,
http://www.ucfathletics.com/
Sponsoring Organization: UCF Athletics

Party Like a Rockstar
August24
9:00pm-2:00am
Description: Come "Party Like a Rockstar" at the first
Late Knights of the year! Late Knights, a FREE
monthly event. Events include: Celebrity Boxing,
Hater Blocker Making, a Live DJ and much more! Free
food and prizes given out throughout the night.
Location: Student Union
Contact: 407-823-5107, ucflk@mail.ucf.edu,
www.ucflateknights.com
Sponsoring Organization: Late Knights

BBQ & Slip-n-Slide w/Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship
(Inflatable Slip-n-Slide)
August 25
1-4 p.m.
Lake Claire Recreational Area
CentralFloridaXA@yahoo.com,
www.CentralFloridaXA.com, 407-242-5019 Tiffany
Women's Soccer vs. USF
August25
7:00pm
Location: UCF Soccer Complex
http://www.ucfathletics.com/
Sponsoring Organization: UCF Athletics

GREEK BAR-B-Q
August25
llam-4pm
Event Description: Everyone is invited!
Location: UCF Leisure Pool
Contact: ifc.ucf.edu or email Andrew Evelyn at
IfcRecruitment@mail.ucf.edu
Link Adventure Weekend
August 25-26
Day Trips
Event Description: Do you crave adventure, enjoy
meeting new people and like having fun? Check out
Adventure Weekend- you can choose from three
different adventures listed below. To sign up, visit
www.link.ucf.edu and bring your sign-up form to
SU207C.
Locations: Animal Kingdom - August 25th
Islands of Adventure -August 25th
Kennedy Space Center - August 26th
Sponsoring Organization: Student Leadership Development

Eco-Action Water Way Clean Up and Hike at Snow
Hill
August 26
3:00pm - 6:00pm
Event Description: Join us at a local river, stream, lake
or canal to remove treacherous debris that is dangerous
to wildlife. Be prepared to "Get wet, grimy and fove
it." There are a limited number of canoes so please
RSVP by 8/23 at 12pm to guarantee a canoe! Wear
sneakers, bring drinking water, and sun protection!
Meet to car pool at VAB at 2:30pm.
Contact: vucf@mail.ucf.edu
www.vucf.getinvolveducf.com
Sponsoring Organization: Volunteer UCF

Hot Topics by the Dietitian - Fueling Fitness
August27
4:30pm
Event Description: Attend this class to assure you are
doing your best to eat appropriate foods at the
appropriate times to attain your goals. Receive a
healthy snack.
Location: The Wellness Center Classroom
For more infonnation please contact: www.hs.ucf.edu

Classroom and Campus Etiquette - Academic Success
Workshop
August29
4:00- 5:00 pm
Event Description: Impress your professors this
semester in the classroom with your best work to date.
Learn how to make a name for yourself at UCF.
Location: Student Union Room 3 l 6D
Contact: Jennifer Wright, Student Academic Resource
Center, 407-823-5130, www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu
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Sponsoring Organization: Student Success Center

Multicultural and Academic Support Services (MASS)
Fall Welcome
August30
3:00 - 5:00 pm
Event Description: To provide a motivational and
networking opportunity for all Multicultural and
first-generation students
Location: Student Union - Pegasus Ballroom DEF
Contact: Wayne Jackson, Multicultural and Academic
Support Services, 407-823-2716,
www.mass.sdes.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Student Success Center

Sponsoring Organization:·The Wellness Center

Fraternity Recruitment Forum
August 27 -31
10:00am-3:00pm
Location: On the Student Union Patio
Contact: ifc.ucf.edu or email Andrew Evelyn at
lfcRecruitrnent@mail.ucf.edu
Kickoff #1: WORDS FROM THE WISE
August27
8pm
Event Description: Scholarships will be given out
randomly to registered attendees!
Location: Ferrell Commons Auditorium
Contact: ifc.ucf.edu or email Andrew Evelyn at
IfcRecruitment@mail.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: IFC and Phired Up Productions

Kickoff #2: MEET THE GREEKS
August28
7:00pm
Event Description: Scholarships will be given out
randomly to registered attendees!
Location: Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom DEFGHI
Contact lnfonnation: ifc.ucf.edu or email Andrew
Evelyn at lfcRecruitrnent@mail.ucf.edu

Hot Topics by the Dietitian - Cooking Demonstration
August 28
5:30pm
Event Description: Come to our sensational salads
class to learn how to make healthy meals in your donn
or on the run! Samples available.
Location: The Wellness Center Classroom
Contact: www.hs.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: The Wellness Center

Leadership 101
August28
8:30pm
Event Description: Come hear from some ofUCF's
student leaders and get infonnation about organizations
on campus.
Location: Nike Programming Center
Contact: Jesse Sunski, jsunski@mail.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Housing and Residence Life .

Tuesday Night Fire Worship w/Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
August 28
7:30 p.m.
SU Pegasus Ballroom ABC
CentralFloridaXA@yahoo.com,
www.CentralFloridaXA.com, 407-242-5019 Tiffany
Operation ID
August29
5:00pm
Event Description: Come talk with UCF police officers
and get your valuables engraved.
Location: Hercules Activity Center
Contact: Jesse Sunski, jsunski@mail.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Housing and Residence Life/UCF
Police Department

Fall 2007 Recruitment
August 29-31
Time: 9:00pm - 12:00am
Location: Lake Claire and Greek Park Drive
Contact Information: ifc.ucf.edu or email Andrew
Evelyn at IfcRecruitrnent@mail.ucf.edu
LINK Amazing Race
August29
5:30pm
Event Description: The Amazing Race is a race around
campus to locate and learn about various resources
available. Fabulous prizes are awarded to the first three
teams to complete the race.
Location: Reflection Pond
Sponsoring Organization: Student Leadership Development

Open House in the Multicultural Student Center
August29
12:00pm - 5:00pm
Event Description: Come get to know the NEW MSC!
Location: Student Union Room 153, The Multicultural
Student Center
Sponsoring Organization: The Multicultural Student Center

Google Your Major
August29
3:30 - 5:00 pm
Event Description: Learn key websites and tricks to
take you down a path for future job possibilities and
potential salaries.
Location: CCII Room 223
Contact: Robert Snow, Sophomore and Second Year
Center, 407-823-3375, www.sophomore.sdes.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Student Success Center

Part-Time Job Fair
August29
l O:OOam - 2:00pm
Location: SU Pegasus Ballroom
Contact: www.crc.ucf.edu/events
Sponsoring Organization: Career Services and Experiential
Learning

CAB Meet-and-Greet and CosmoGirl! Soundstage
Tour
August30
l:OOpm, concert begins at 5:00pm
Event Description: CAB will be hosting CosmoGirl!
Magazine and their CG! Soundstage Tour 2007 at the
annual "CAB Meet-and-Greet" where UCF students
will receive free hair makeovers, meet and greet with
CBS Daytime soap stars and enjoy musical acts
including The Cinematics and New Years Day.
Location: Memory Mall
Contact Infonnation: cabmusic@mail.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Campus Activities Board

Research and Mentoring Program (RAMP) Application Deadline
Deadline: 5:00pm on August 31
Event Description: RAMP is designed to provide
undergraduate students, who may be interested in
pursuing graduate education, with research experience
while working closely with a faculty mentor.
Applications available online at www.ramp.ucf.edu
Contact Information: 407.823.1815, ramp@ucf.edu,
www.ramp.ucf.edu
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Bowling @Boardwalk Bowl w/Chi Alpha Christian
Fellowship
September3
Depart 6:45 p.m. from Steps of Millican Hall
Boardwalk Bowl
CentralFloridaXA@yahoo.com,
www.CentralFloridaXA.com, 407-242-5019 Tiffany
How to Get an Easy "A" this Semester - Academic
Success Workshop
September4
6:00pm - 7:00pm
Event Description: It is all about going to class,
communicating with professors, and developing
appropriate study habits. Learn how to get the grades
you want!
Location: Tower 2 Lobby
Contact Infonnation: Jelll).ifer Wright, Student ·
Academic Resource Center, 407-823-5130,
www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu
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Sponsoring Organization: Student Success Center

Hot Topics by the Dietitian - Weight Woes
September4
4:30pm
Event Description: Should you be on a diet? What is a
healthy diet, anyway? Come to class to learn a
common sense approach to maintaining a healthy
weight and enjoy a healthy snack!
Location: The Wellness Center Classroom
For more infonnation please contact:www.bs.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Sponsored by The Wellness Center

Knights of the RoundTable (KoRT) Club Showcase
September 4-5
10am - 2pm
Event Description: Opportunity for students to meet
representatives from over 60 student organizations
Location: SU South Patio, 9507 in Pegasus if rain
Contact Information:
www.KoRT.GetlnvolvedUCF.com
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Mr. and Miss UCF Auditions
September 5, ll:OOam - 2:00pm, SU Room 316
September 6, 8:00pm-10:30pm, SU 221 A&B
Event Description: You could be crowned the next Mr.
or Miss UCF? If you are interested, please email
CAB's Spectacular Knights at cabspec@mail.ucf.edu.
Sponsoring Organization: Campus Activities Board

Goal Setting I Motivation - Academic Success
Workshop
September 5
4:00 - 5:00 pm
Event Description: Wondering what GPA is needed to
make the Dean's List? Learn what strategies are
necessary to make this goal a reality.
Location: Student Union Room 316D
Contact: Jennifer Wright, Student Academic Resource
Center, 407-823-5130, www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu
Sponsoring Organization: Student Success Center

First Green Ribbon Day for Fall 2007
September 5
11 :OOam - I :OOpm
Sponsoring Organization: Volunteer UCF Get Carded
Event Description: Come out and visit our Get Carded
table. Learn the facts about organ and tissue donation,
pick up our promotional items and become a donor!
Contact Information: email, vucf@mail.ucf.edu I
website, www.vucf.getinvolveducf.com
Student Success Center's Major Myth Busters
Se.ptember 5
1:30 - 2:30 pm
Event Description: Did you know that UCF president
John Hitt graduated with a degree in psychology? This
program takes a look at "major assumptions" in higher
education and life after college.
Location: Student Union Room 220
Contact Information: Robert Snow, 407-823-3375,
www.sophomore.sdes.ucf.edu
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